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A b s t r a c t

Ilmenite (FeTiOg) is a potential lunar mineral resource capable of providing 

oxygen for future lunar bases. Solar wind-implanted %Je may also be retrieved for 

use in prospective fusion reactors. Knowledge of the distribution o f these regolith 

constituents will help in establishing criteria for future lunar base sites. Telescopic 

CGD multispectral imaging of virtually the entire lunar near side at a scale of 5.3 

km/pixel on the moon and spectroscopy (330-870 run) of selected regions can be used 

in locating such lunar resources. A  new near-side TiC^ abundance map for the lunar 

maria provides a global view of titanium distribution in mature mare soils and hence 

of areas potentially rich in ilmenite, A  950/560 nm CCD ratio mosaic of the full 

moon serves as a measure of relative surface maturity and hence relative ^He 

concentrations. Absolute and relative reflectance spectra of several lunar areas 

exhibit previously undocumented near-UV (< 340 nm) differences in spectral slope 

due to as yet unassigned absorptions related to compositional variations.

"We spent most of the way home discussing what color the m oon was."

—Eugene Ceman June 7,1969  
Apollo 10 News Conference
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

Lunar resources

The space science and space industry communities have recently renewed 

efforts toward the establishment of a lunar base or outpost early in the next century. 

The construction and self-sufficiency of such a facility (whether its purpose be  

emphasized along scientific or economic lines) will require technologies capable of 

utilizing in situ resources. The mineral ilmenite (FeTiOg) occurs in concentrations of 

up to 25% by volume in lunar mare basalts. It is currently receiving intense study as a 

potential lunar resource to provide useful quantities of oxygen and hydrogen for both 

spacecraft propellant and life support [Gibson andKnudsen, 1985], as well as metal 

by-products such as iron for use in construction alloys [Lynch, 1990]. Also under 

investigation is retrieval of solar wind-implanted ^He from the lunar regolith, which 

potentially can be used in fusion reactors capable of providing power to lunar bases 

and the Earth [Wittenburg et ah, 1986; Cameron, 1988; Kulcinski and Cameron, 1990],

Lunar ilmenites most often contain greater than 50 weight percent titanium 

dioxide (TiC^) [Papike et a l, 1976], making ilmenite the dominant titanium-bearing 

mineral on the lunar surface. Abundance maps of TiC^ are consequently valuable 

for determining regions of probable high ilmenite concentration [Johnson et a l,

1990a, b]. In addition, Wittenburg et al. [1986] have demonstrated a strong 

correlation between the TiC^ content of the regolith and the amount of ̂ He, 

suggesting that areas rich in ilmenite will also contain the greatest amounts of ̂ He.

If utilization of these potential resources is to be an objective of the first lunar bases, 

knowledge of their distribution across the surface Of the moon will be an important 

selection criterion to include in the search for prospective base sites.
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HO2  abundances from remote sensing

Ground-based observations of the moon in combination with laboratory 

reflectance measurements of returned lunar samples during the Apollo era revealed 

the potential of multispectral reflectance measurements to characterize the chemical 

composition and mineralogy of the lunar regolith [e.g., McCord and Johnson, 1910; 

McCord et a l ,  1912; Adam s and McCord, 1972] . In order to quantitatively 

characterize the lunar spectral types discerned by McCord et a l  [1912], Charette et al. 

[1974] compared laboratory spectral reflectance measurements o f bulk lunar soil 

samples and telescopic reflectance measurements of the Apollo and Luna landing 

sites to the TiC^ content of the returned soils. From this work they established an 

empirical relation between the weight percent TiC^ of mature mare soils and the 

ratio of the reflectance at 400 nm to that at 560 nm (i.e., the 400/560 nm ratio). 

Charette et al. [1974] refer to this quantity as the "0.402/Ltm/0.564/Lim slope" although 

Pieters [personal communication, 1990] has indicated that the Charette et al. [1974] 

"slope" value is actually the ratio of 400 nm and 560 nm reflectance values.

Although the Charette etal. [1974] empirical relation (hereafter referred to as 

the Charette relation) will be discussed in more detail below, it is important to note 

here that Charette e t al. [1974] found that the 400/560 nm ratio values for mature 

mare soils correlate best with TiC^ content. TiC^ contents in highland regions and 

immature materials cannot be as accurately estimated as mature mare soils. 

Highland regions are difficult to estimate using the Charette relation since it loses 

precision at lower values of TiC^. More mature soils have greater concentrations of 

agglutinates which are thought to play an important role in the observed relation 

[e.g., Pieters, 1978]. (Agglutinates are small glass-welded aggregates of rock, mineral 

and glass fragments formed during micrometeorite impacts into the regolith).
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The time necessary for a lunar soil to reach maturity is difficult to precisely 

estimate since maturation depends on several factors, including local substrate and 

soil composition and local impactor flux. Basu [1977] developed a m odel for 

agglutinate production from which a first-order approximation of the probability of 

net agglutinate production per unit time was estimated to be 0.47% per My. If 

mature soils are defined as those with agglutinate contents greater than about 50%

[e g., Morris, 1978], this rate can be used in an order-of-magnitude calculation to 

conclude that a soil reaches maturity (as defined by agglutinate content) on the order 

of 100 My. Yet the crater Tycho ( ~  100 My old) is not considered mature due to the 

brightness of its crater rays (cf. Adam s and McCord [1971a]), while Copernicus 

( ~  900 My old) is considered mature (Johnson et a l, [19776]; Hawke, personal 

communication, 1990). The issue of maturity is relevant here only with respect to the 

application of the Charette relation, and it will be treated further in this context 

below.

Vidicon T i02 maps

The Charette relation has been used by a number of other workers to 

quantitatively estimate titanium abundances locally and regionally in the lunar maria. 

McCord et al. [1976] presented a series of multispectral images o f portions of the 

moon obtained with a vidicon imaging system using several narrow bandpass 

interference filters, including two centered at 403 nm and 568 nm. They used the 

Charette relation to construct a TiC^ map for a portion of the Mare Serenitatis- 

Mare Tranquillitatis border. Pieters and McCord [1976] normalized the relation by 

dividing the 400/560 nm ratio values by the ratio value for the Mare Serenitatis 

standard area MS-2 (18.7°N, 21.4°E -see  McCord [1968]). This version of the 

calibration was used to predict a 2-4 wt % TiC^ content for the soils at the Luna 24
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landing site [Pieters et a t ,  1976], although the actual titanium content of the returned 

soil was closer to 1 wt % [Head et al., 1978]. This suggested that the relation was 

probably not as accurate for low-TiC^ regions. Pieters [1978] included the Luna 24 

"ground-truth" data to further refine the calibration and to account for this 

uncertainty (see discussion below).

Johnson et a l  [1977a, h[ produced a TiC^ abundance map for the northern 

maria in which a vidicon imaging system was used to obtain multispectral images of 

the moon through bandpass filters centered at 380 nm and 560 nm. After mosaicking 

the individual bandpass images, the mosaics were registered and ratioed. The 

spectral ratio calibration of Pieters and McCord [1976] was used to convert the 

380/560 nm ratio images (normalized to MS-2) to a weight percent TiC^ abundance 

map. This regional map provides a coherent view of TiO^ distribution in the major 

northern lunar mare regions, although its presentation of TiC^ abundance is limited 

to only four divisions of weight percent TiC^.

In general, the uncertainties in vidicon imaging systems (used to study lunar 

color differences in the 1970s [e.g., Johnson e ta l ,  1911a, b\ McCord et a l ,  1976,1979]) 

may often produce significant errors in the photometric precision of the images, 

especially for near-IR images (discussed further below). Such errors are most 

apparent when comparing widely separated areas in mosaics constructed from many 

images. By comparing variations in their ratio image mosaics, Johnson et a l  [1977a,

6] estimated errors in the ratio values as great as 5%. In order to provide the 

detailed information necessary to aid in the selection of prospective lunar base sites, 

however, a higher precision global near-side map with better resolved variations in 

mare titanium abundance is desirable.
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The photometric uncertainties of vidicon imaging systems were largely 

overcome in the 1980s by charge-coupled device (CCD) imaging systems [e.g., 

Bredthauer, 1985; Blouke et a l ,  1985; Rose and Weimer, 1989]. Presented here is a 

T i0 2  abundance map for the entire lunar near-side maria using new CCD 

multispectral images and the revised version of the 400/560 nm ratio vs. weight 

percent TiC^ relation from Pieters [1978].
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CHAPTER 2

O b s e r v a t io n s : M u l t is p e c t r a l  Im a g in g

Image Acquisition

An RCA 320 x 512-element CCD imaging system (encoded to 14-bits) was 

used at the University of Arizona Tumamoc Hill Station 0.5 m telescope in October 

1989 to obtain images of the moon using eleven bandpass interference filters.

Results from six of those bandpasses, centered at 340 nm, 400 nm, 560 nm, 730 nm, 

900 nm and 950 nm (Table 1.1), are presented here (Table 1.2). Using the f/4 

Newtonian focus, five images were necessary to nearly cover the full moon at a scale 

of about 5.3 km/pixel on the moon. A  mosaic constructed from the 400 nm images is 

shown in Figure 2.1. Small portions of the southeastern and southwestern limbs were 

not imaged. A  latitude-longitude grid has been overlain for reference purposes. 

(Geometrical errors associated with the grid rarely exceed 3 pixels relative to surface 

features and are most often accurate to within one pixel.) The topocentric sub-Earth 

latitude and longitude at the time of the observations were 4.6° S, 1.3 ° W.

In January, 1990, images of western Mare Tranquillitatis and several of the 

equatorial dark mantling materials south and east of Copernicus were obtained at a 

scale of about 1.2 km/pixel using the 400 nm and 560 nm filters at the University of 

Arizona Catalina Observatory 1.5 m telescope (Table 1.2). The same RCA CCD was 

used with the Larson IHW spectrograph/camera employing all-reflecting reimaging 

optics with the filters located at the primary diffraction apodized exit pupil.
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Table 1.1. Bandpass filters used in present study.

Bandpass
(nm)

Bandwidth
(nm)

Transmission
(%)

Spectral
Resolution

Thickness
(nm)

338 11 20 0.033 4.44
400 10 50 0.025 5.40*
560 10 59 0.018 5.15
729 13 59 0.018 4.19
902 29 63 . 0.032 4.77
948 18 60 0.019 4.76

Filter transmission tracings were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9 UV/VIS/NIR 
Spectrophotometer in order to check manufacturer specifications. None of the filters used exhibited 
"leaks" shortward or longward of the bandpass greater than 0.01%.
Bandwidth is Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM).
Spectral resolution = (FWHM / bandpass central wavelength):
* includes 1.75 mm transparent quartz disc (see text).

Table 1.2. Observational Information: Imaging.

Image
Description

Filter
(nm)

Date
(UT)

Phase
Angle

Observatory
Site

Full moon 338 140CT89 09:49 7.4° Tumamoc Hill
Full moon 400 140CT89 06:49 9.0° Tumamoc Hill
Full moon 560 140GT89 07:33 8.7° Tumamoc Hill
Full moon 729 140CT89 07:46 8.5° Tumamoc Hill
Full moon 902 140CT89 10:16 7.2° Tumamoc Hill
Full moon 948 140CT89 08:02 8.4° Tumamoc Hill
W. Tranquillitatis 400 08JAN90 05:04 40.0° Catalina
W, Tranquillitatis 560 08JAN90 04:38 40.2° Catalina
Equatorial DM M ’s 400 08JAN90 08:23 38.1° Catalina
Equatorial DM M ’s 560 08JAN90 08:09 38.2° Catalina

Tumamoc Hill images Obtained with direct imaging CCD camera at f/4 Newtonian focus. Catalina 
Observatory images obtained with spectrograph/camera employing an all-reflecting reimaging system 
with filter at exit pupil.
DMM’s-dark mantle materials.



Figure 2.1. Full moon mosaic: 400 nm. 

Full moon mosaic of five CCD images acquired with 400 nm bandpass filter at 

Tumamoc Hill Station 0.5 m telescope. Small sections on the southwest and 

southeast limbs were not imaged. Divisions on grid are 30°. Effective resolution 

is about 5.3 km/pixel. 
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Image reduction

Acquisition of each filter image set was immediately followed by a flat field 

exposure using a uniformly illuminated white screen mounted to the interior of the 

telescope dome. A  bias level image was then subtracted from the filter image and 

the flat field image. The filter images were then divided by the flat field images to 

correct for pixel to pixel sensitivity variation. Analysis of images obtained during 

preparatory observation runs in May and September, 1989 revealed serious fiat field 

defects. This was corrected during the October and January observations (presented 

here) by careful baffling Of stray light and by choosing a-landmark on which each 

image was centered for all filters. In this way the same portion of the moon was 

imaged by the optical system for each filter and overlap between frames was 

maximized. This eliminated significant residual flat field effects in the images. 

Analysis of the large regions of overlap revealed intensities that most often agreed 

within 1%. As part of the mosaicking process small multiplicative scaling factors 

(<1% ) were used to improve the visual continuity of the mosaics (see further 

discussion below). The majority of data processing and analysis was accomplished 

using the National Optical Astronomy Observatories’ Image Reduction and Analysis 

Facility (IRAF).
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CHAPTERS

OBSERVATIONS: REFLECTANCE SPECTRA 

Method o f acquisition

In December, 1989, the RCA CCD system was used with the Larson IHW  

spectrograph/camera at Tumamoc Hill to  obtain slit spectra for several regions of 

interest on the moon from 330 nm to 870 nm at a scale of 11 angstroms/pixel (Table 

1.3) [Johnson et a t, 1990a, h] and from 364 nm to 642 nm at a scale of 5.6 

angstroms/pixel (Table 1.4). The image of the spectrograph slit on the moon was 

simultaneously videotaped for all lunar spectra so that the region being analyzed 

could be more accurately determined. Each slit spectrum was immediately followed 

by acquisition of the slit spectrum of the MS-2 standard area. The time delay 

between each pair of observations was <30 seconds so that changes in atmospheric 

extinction and seeing were greatly minimized. The slit spectrum for each area was 

then divided by its companion MS-2 slit spectrum in order to provide a ratio slit 

spectrum free from instrumental effects such as flexure and flat field variations. 

Reduction of the slit spectra involved rectification of the curvature of the spectrum 

on the CCD and wavelength calibration.

In January, 1990, the IHW spectrograph/camera was used at the Catalina 

Observatory 1.5 m telescope in an attempt to obtain an absolute reflectance 

measurement of the MS-2 standard area. Spectra of MS-2, the Apollo 16 standard 

area, and an area east of the crater Ross in Mare Tranquillitatis were obtained from 

330-870 nm at a scale of 11 angstrom/pixel along with solar analog star spectra (HD  

28099) over appropriate air masses (Table 1.5). Observations of the solar analog 

were made with and without the spectrographic slit in place in order to estimate the
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fraction of the total star flux recorded during acquisition of the slit spectrum. Flat- 

fields were obtained (with the spectrographic slit in place) using an aluminum screen 

mounted on the inside of the telescope dome. Reduction of the slit spectra again 

involved rectification of the curvature o f the spectrum on the CCD and wavelength 

calibration. IRAF was used to perform a sky-background subtraction for the solar 

analog spectra. All spectra were divided by their respective exposure times to permit 

more equivalent comparisons during later computation.

Although the blue-blazed grating used in the spectrograph was designed to 

provide coverage from the near-IR down to the atmospheric cut-off (usually 300 

nm), the resulting spectra proved to have poor signal-to-noise below 330 nm. In 

addition, the January data show greater inconsistencies below about 350 nm that may 

be due to instrumental or flat field effects. This should be kept in mind during later 

interpretation of the January spectra and will be discussed further below.

The size of the spectrograph slit was 0.25 mm x 20 mm and it orientation was 

north-south in the sky during the observations. For the December observations at 

Tumamoc Hill the footprint of the slit corresponded to a region 442.3 x 5.5 km on the 

lunar surface. The footprint during the January observations at the Catalina 

Observatory was 336.2 x 4.2 km on the moon. Figure 3.1 shows a CCD image of the 

MS-2 region with a representative spectrographic slit overlain. For both December 

and January observations, the length of the slit on the CCD spanned only ~  260-265 

pixels of the 320-pixel width of the CCD, such that each pixel along the slit 

corresponds to a scale of ~  1.7 x 5.5 km on the moon for the Decem ber observations, 

and ~  1.3 x 4.2 km on the moon for the January observations.
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Table 1.3, Observational Information: December Spectroscopy (11.0
angstrom/pixel).

Spectra Approximate UT Time Phase Angle Area
Location Coordinates 13DEC89 (°) (km)

W of Cauchy 09.50°N,38.00°E 06:31 8.8 35
E of Jansen F 12.75 oN,31.50°E 06:26 8.8 46
Sosigenes 08.75°N,17.5(TE 05:56 8.5 10
E of Jansen B 11.00oN,27.50°E 06:23 8.8 10
NE of Flamsteed P 01.00oS,41.50°W 06:38 8.9 45
E of Ross 12.00oN,22.50oE 06:14 8.7 22
E of Manners 05.00oN,22.50°E 06:03 8.6 37
E o f Arago 06.25°N,22.00°E 06:12 8.7 37
BS-1(W of Fauth H) 05.00°N,14.75 °W 06:58 9.0 17
BS-2 (Schroter F) 06.50oN,08.00°W 07:02 9.0 27
BS-3 (Rima Bode II) 12.006N,03.75 ° W 07:06 9.1 46
Taurus Littrow 21.25 °N,29.00°E 07:10 9.1 10
Aristarchus Plateau 27.25°N,54.25 °W 06:47 8.9 17
Boscovich 10.00oN,11.25°E 07:29 9.3 18
Copernicus CD (ray) 06.50<,N,14.75°W 07:34 9.3 10
N of Gambart C (ray) 03.75°N,12.00 "W 07:38 9.4 17
Apollo 16 09.00oS,15.50°E 05:47 8.4 12
Central Aristillus 34.00°N,01.75 °E 06:54 9.0 31
LassellC (Nubium) 14.50°S,09.25 °W 07:14 9.2 13
Tycho 43.50oS,H.75oW 07:20 9.2 31
N of Plato Y 53.50°N,16.00°W 07:26 9.3 7
Aristarchus 23.50°N,47.50 ° W 06:42 8.9 20
Sinus Iridium (avg.) 42.50°N,29.00°W 06:50 9.0 30
Sinus Iridium 
(Imbrian flow)

43.00oN,29.50°W 06:50 9.0 23

Sinus Iridium 
(Eratosthenian flow)

42.00°N,28.50° W 06:50 9.0 23

Spectra obtained using IHW spectrograph/camera at Tumamoc Hill. Spectral range is from 330-870 
nm at about 11 angstroms/pixel dispersion. Each spectrum has a companion MS-2 standard area 
Spectrum taken for the identical airmass (see text).
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Table 1.4. Observational Information: Spectroscopy (5.6 angstrom/pixel).

Spectra Approximate UTTime Phase Angle Area
Location Coordinates 13DEC89 O (km)

Eastern Aristillus 33.75 oN,01.50°E 07:58 9.5 25
Central Aristillus 33.75°N,01.25 0E 08:24 9.8 13
Apollo 16 08.75°S,15.50oE 08:38 9.9 27
BS-1 (W of Fauth H) 05.00oN,15.00oW 08:45 9.9 23
Taurus Littrow 21.00°N,29.50°E 09:12 10.2 13
S of Ross 09.00oN,21.00°E 09:08 10.2 46
EofJansenF 12.50oN,31-50°E 09:00 10.1 46
E of Ross 11.50°N,22.50°E 08:56 10.1 46
E of Manners 04.50°N,20.50°E 08:52 10.0 38
N of Plato M (I) 53.50oN,15.50°W 08:12 9.7 10
N of Plato M (II) 54.00oN,16.00°W 08:18 9.7 8
N of Plato M (III) 54.00oN,16.00°W 09:04 10.1 8

Spectra obtained using IHW spectrograph/camera at Tumamoc Hill. Spectral range is from 364-642 
nm at 5.6 angstrom/pixel dispersion. Each spectrum has a companion MS-2 standard area spectrum 
taken for the identical airmass (see text).

Table 1.5. Observational Information: January Spectroscopy (11.0 angstrom/pixel).

Spectra Name 
(airmass)

Aproximate 
Coordinates/Star Name

UTTime
08JAN90

Phase Angle
o

Area
(km)

E of Ross (1.08) 11.75°N,22.50oE 02:51-02:52 41.2 18*
Apollo 16 (1.09) 09.25°S, 15.50 °E 02:43-02:47 41.2 7*
MS-2 (1.10) 18.70°N,21.40°E 02:40 41.3 46**
MS-2 (1.12) 18.70°N,21.40°E 02:28 41.4 46
HD 28099 (1.12) (Hyades 64) 03:00 n/a n/a
HD 28099 (1.10) (Hyades 64) 03:07 n/a n/a
HD 28099 (1.08) (Hyades 64) 03:29 n/a n/a

Spectra obtained using IHW spectrograph/camera at Catalina Observatory. Spectral range from 330- 
870 nm at about 11 angstrom/pixel dispersion.
*-average of four spectra taken between times shown.
* *~average of two spectra taken at time shown, 
n/a-not applicable



I Figure 3.1. Location map of MS-2. 

' CCD image of Mare Serenitatis showing a representative spectrographic slit 

overlain on the MS-2 region. The break in the slit is centered on the MS-2 
' 

central spot (18.7°N, 21.4 oE). Actual slit dimensions for the December slit 

spectra were 442:3 x 5.5 km, while the dimensions for the January slit spectra 

were 336.2 x 4.2 km on the moon. Small rectangle designates footprint of region 

from which a relative reflectance spectrum has been obtained for Boscovich 

(lower left) and Taurus Littrow December spectra (see Table 1.3). 
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MS-2 areal extent

In order to acquire reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 (i.e., the target area 

divided by the MS-2 area [cf. Pieters and McCord, 1976]), only the region along the 

slit corresponding to the MS-2 area could be used. To reveal the areal extent of the 

spectral homogeneity of the MS-2 region [cf. McCord and Johnson, 1970], the 

following analysis of a spectrum of the MS-2 region (330-870 nm) obtained during 

the January observations was performed. Spectra derived from single spatial 

elements (i.e., 1.3 x 4.2 km regions) located along the slit to the north and south of 

the MS-2 central spot (18.7°N, 21.4°E) were individually ratioed to the spectrum 

derived from the single spatial element corresponding to the MS-2 central spot. A  

horizontal line was fit to the individual ratios from which rms deviations (i.e., the 

standard deviation of the residuals to the fit) relative to the MS-2 spot were obtained. 

The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 3.2, where a 24th-order polynomial 

has been fit to the individual rms values for each ratio spectrum. Deviations increase 

with increasing distance from the MS-2 central spot such that differences in spectral 

character (relative to the MS-2 central spot) that are equivalent to a 1% rms 

deviation correspond to a region along the slit equal to ~  46 km total ( ~  25 km to the 

north plus ~  21 km to the south). This 46 km length was chosen to represent MS-2 at 

a confidence level corresponding to the 1% rms variation. Figure 3.2 shows that if an 

rms level equal to 0.5% was used, an area of total length ~  34 km should be used to 

represent MS-2. Choosing a greater slit length than that corresponding to 1% rms 

deviation would incorporate portions of the low albedo material that constitutes the 

Serenitatis dark mare "ring" to the south (Figure 3.1). This is shown in Figure 3.2 as 

the severe deviation beginning at about 24 km to the south of the MS-2 central spot. 

It is important to realize that this analysis pertains only to the region covered by the



Figure 3.2. Spectral homogeneity ofMS-2. 

Results from analysis of the spatial extent of spectral homogeneity (330-870 nm) 

in the MS-2 re~on. A 24th-order polynomial has been fit to points representing 

the percent rms deviation of a region from the MS-2 central spot (18.rN, 

21.4 oE) (see text). The 1% rms level corresponds to a region -46 km long 

(extending south to - -21 km and north to - +25 km). Large deviations to the 

south represent dark mare "ring" in southwest Mare Serenitatis (see Figure 3.1). 
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north-south oriented spectrograph slit. Areas to the east and west of MS-2 may not 

be as spectrally homogeneous, although analysis o f the 400/560 nm image ratios 

described below does show the surrounding region to be consistent within a 1% 

variation to a radius of about 35-40 km. Although the orientation of the 

spectrographic slit was slightly different between the December and January spectra 

(corresponding to an angular separation of about 15 ° on the surface), the spatial 

extent o f the spectral homogeneity of MS-2 is assumed to be equal for both sets of 

spectra.

The 46 km long MS-2 region thus became the spatial range from which 

relative reflectance spectra could be obtained for an area of interest Yet this large 

of an area can often include several geologic units. Thus a similar analysis as that 

used to determine the MS-2 area was also performed along the appropriate 46 km 

long region of the ratio slit spectra (i.e., area/MS-2) obtained in December in order 

to determine the spatial extent of spectrally homogeneous units that could be used to 

provide relative reflectance spectra. Ratio slit spectra were extracted from single 

spatial elements located along the slit to the north and south of the target area which 

were then divided by the single spatial element in the ratio slit spectrum  

corresponding to the target area. A  horizontal line was fit to each ratio to determine 

the rms deviations from the target area. Contiguous areas within the 46 km long 

region for which rms deviations from the target area were <  0.5 % rms were used to 

determine spectrally homogeneous units. The same analysis was used on the January 

spectra (Table 1.3) in order to obtain spectrally homogeneous regions for the Apollo 

16 site and the Tranquilliatatis site. The extent of these units was verified by 

comparison to other CCD images and photographs of the target areas (e.g., Kuiper et 

a l  [1967]) and from analysis of their standard deviations, i.e., the spectral variation of



Figure 3.3. Spectral homogeneity of Taurus Littrow region. 

Results from analysis of spatial extent of spectrally homogeneous units (330-870 

nm) in the Taurus Littrow region. A 17th-order polynomial has been fit to points 
' 

representing the percent rms deviation of a region from the target area (see text). 

Irregular fit to th.e south (negative km) represents Mons Argaeus terrain while 

smoother fit to the north (positive km) represents dark mantle and mare 

materials (see Figure 3.1). 
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the units. The spatial extent of these regions (Table 1.3, Table 1.4) varies from 7 km 

to 46 km (i.e., the entire length of the spectrally homogeneous MS-2 region).

Figure 3.3 shows the results from this analysis for the Taurus Littrow region in 

which a 17th-order polynomial has been fit to the individual rms values. The highly 

irregular pattern of the fit to the south of the dark mantling material target area 

(Figure 3.1) is caused by the very different relative reflectance o f the Mons Argaeus 

terrain compared to that of the dark mantling material, as shown in Figure 3.4, The 

smoother fit to the north of the target area in Figure 3.3 represents the more 

homogeneous dark mantling regions. Visual inspection of the target area was 

necessary, however, to confirm that regions further north of the target area are 

progressively more influenced by the maria and could not be used to represent the 

Taurus Littrow dark mantling material.



Figure 3.4. Relative reflectance in Taurus Littrow region. 

I, 

Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from 330-870 nm for Taurus Littrow dark 

mantle material and complex Mons Argaeus terrain to the south. These spectra 

were obtained from adjacent portions of the same slit spectrum and exhibit the 

severity of rela~ive reflectance differences between contiguous regions. Taurus 

Littrow spectrum represents region from about -2 to +8 km in Figure 3.3 

(corresponding to a rms deviation of 0.2% ). Spectra from adjacent Mons 

Argaeus terrain represents region from about -22 to -2 km in Figure 3.3 
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CHAPTER 4

S o u r c e s  O f  T e l e s c o p ic  U n c e r t a in t ie s

The effects of solar phase angle on lunar spectral reflectance can be variable 

across the lunar surface [e.g., Gehrels et a l ,  1964; Coyne, 1965; McCord, 1968]. 

However, as pointed out in Johnson et al. [1977b], analysis of near-simultaneous 

multispectral images concerns comparisons between lunar areas; only the relative 

variation of color with phase is important. McCord [1968] found an increase in "color 

contrast" (as defined by a Red/Blue ratio between 760 nm and 400 nm) with 

increasing phase angle from 0° to 90°, although the systematic variation in the ratio 

for several regions with respect to MS-2 (and other formerly used standard areas) 

amounted to about 2-3%. Since most of the telescopic data used by Charette et al. 

[1974] were taken at phases of less than 30° this error is considerably less. Johnson et 

a/. [1977a, b] obtained their data within a day of full moon and estimated that the 

maximum error introduced to the Charette relation by this discrepancy was ± 2 w t % 

for T i0 2  values above 4-5 wt % TiC^ and < ± 1  wt % for values below 4 wt % TiC^. 

The full moon images presented here were all taken at phase angles less than 10° 

(Table 1.2) and should exhibit similar uncertainties when propagated into the 

Charette relation if the estimates a t Johnson etal. [1977b] are accurate. However, 

the exact nature of the phase angle effect on the Charette relation is still unclear.

This uncertainty is one of several inherent to the Charette relation and its subsequent 

versions [e.g., Pieters, 1978].

Several measures were taken to minimize potential errors in the multispectral 

images due to different optical properties among the filters used. Similar effective 

bandpasses for the filters were chosen to produce similar exposure times. To prevent
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saturation, the 0.5 m telescope was stopped down to 0.171 m using the 400 nm, 560 

nm, 900 nm and 950 nm filters, and to 0.092 m with the 730 nm filter. The full 0.5 m  

aperture was used for the 340 nm filter. In addition, it was necessary to include a thin 

gelatin Wratten neutral density filter (N .D .—1,0) with the 560 nm filter. Optical 

thickness differences between filters were minimized to prevent focusing problems. 

During the October observations the 950 nm filter was used for initial focusing with 

the full 0.5 m aperture. No further focusing adjustments were necessary for 

exposures using the other filters at the smaller apertures. However, since the 400 nm 

filter used for the observations was thinner than the 560 nm filter by 1,5 mm, a 

transparent quartz disc 1.75 mm thick was included to increase its effective thickness 

(Table 1.1). Assuming no difference in the index of refraction between the filters, 

the blur circles for each filter/aperture combination (calculated for each filter in 

reference to the 950 nm filter) were less than one-half pixel for all instances except 

the 340 nm filter, in which case the blur circle was over 7 pixels due to the use of the 

full 0.5 m aperture.

The bandcenter of each filter is important as well. The 400 nm filter used 

here is centered at the same wavelength as that used by Charette et a l  [1974]. 

However, Johnson et al. [19776] used a 380 nm filter which lead to differences 

between the 380/560 nm ratio values and the 400/560 nm ratio values of ±0.0175 

[McCord et a l ,  1972]. This could lead to differences of greater than 1% TiC^ when 

applied to the Charette relation.

By comparing regions of overlap between the images, the overall photometric 

precision of the individual images is conservatively estimated to be <1% . This 

differs from the inherent photometric precision of the CCD which has been shown to 

be <  0.1% in laboratory tests. The three principal sources of image precision
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degradation include scattering in the optical system at longer wavelengths (e.g., >

800 nm—see discussion below), atmospheric seeing and defocusing due to filter 

thickness differences. Since the calculated blur circles for each filter were < 0.5 pixel 

(except the 340 nm filter), the effect of filter thickness differences can be 

disregarded. Although the large effective pixel sizes undersample the seeing disc on 

the October Tumamoc images, observed seeing variations (as seen visually through 

the guide telescope) indicated seeing variations may be present between images.
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CHAPTER 5

C o n s t r u c t io n  O f  T i0 2 M a p

400/560 nm ratio images

In order to construct a set of 400/560 nm ratio images, control points on each 

of the five 400 nm images were first geometrically registered to corresponding 

control points on the 560 nm images to 0.01 pixel. The registered image pairs were 

then divided to produce 400/560 nm image ratios. Figure 5.1 shows a mosaic 

constructed from the 400/560 nm ratio images, in which the brighter areas 

correspond to areas with higher reflectance at 400 nm than at 560 nm. Such 400/560 

nm ratio bright areas are traditionally referred to as being "bluer", i.e., they exhibit 

less steeply sloped lunar reflectance spectra than "redder" 400/560 nm ratio dark 

areas.

It is important to realize that misregistration of the ratio image pairs does 

occur and can lead to invalid ratio values, especially for small high-contrast features 

such as bright craters. During the geometrical registration process attempts were 

made to register each image so as to provide the greatest consistency of registration 

across the image. Nonetheless, libration of the moon through the night (resulting in 

changes in the sub-Earth latitude and longitude during the October observations of 

about 0.09° and 0.05° per hour, respectively) and atmospheric "rubber sheet" seeing 

distortion contributed to imperfect registration across the entire image. The effect o f  

time differences between filter image set acquisition on image registration is 

particularly noticeable in other ratio image mosaics (such as the 340/560 nm mosaic 

and the 900/560 nm mosaic) where such differences approach three hours (Table 

1.2).



Figure 5.1. Full moon ratio mosaic: 400/560 nm. 

Full moon mosaic constructed from five 400/560 nm ratio images. Brighter areas 

correspond to higher ratio values, i.e., areas that are more reflective at 400 nm 
' 

than at 560 nm. 
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Calibration to T i02 abundance

To convert the 400/560 nm ratio images to TiC^ abundance maps, the 

following relative calibration procedure was performed. The images were first 

divided by the 400/560 nm ratio value for MS-2. For those image sections for which 

MS-2 was not included in the image frame, a MS-2 value for that frame was 

interpolated by comparison of overlapping regions between image sections. The 

400/560 nm ratio images, scaled to MS-2 in this fashion, were then converted to 

percent TiOg values using a version of the 400/560 nm vs. percent TiC^ relation 

adapted from Pieters [1978]. Figure 5.2 shows this version of the calibration, which 

was created by performing a polynomial leasts squares fit to the normalized ratio 

values for the six landing sites used by Pieters [1978].

These images were then divided into nine units based on weight percent 

T i02. However, since the 400/560 nm vs. percent TiC^ relation correlates with 

mature mare soil samples (as discussed above), those regions for which the relation 

may not apply [cf. Johnson et a l ,  1977b] have been masked. Such regions include all 

highland materials, bright craters and their ejecta (immature surfaces), and the glass- 

rich dark mantling materials (DM M ’s) (Hawke, personal communication, 1990; 

Hawke et al. [1990] and references therein). A  simple albedo threshold value was 

used as the criterion for masking the highlands materials. While this method 

succeeds in covering most highland regions and crater ejecta, there are small regions 

of lower albedo materials that were not successfully masked (e.g., Copernicus ejecta 

rays). The masks for the DM M ’s were mapped by use of the other filtered images 

and multispectral ratios (including the 950/560 nm ratio discussed below) and the 

map of Gaddis et a l  [1985]. These masks may also not be complete, as evidenced by 

the high-Ti02 values near many of the masked DM M  regions, possibly resulting



Figure 5.2. Empirical calibration of400/560 nm values to Ti02 (wt %). 

Empirical calibration of telescopic 400/560 nm ratio values divided by 400/560 nm 

ratio value for ¥S-2 (i.e., the R400/560nm value) to weight percent titanium 

dioxide (Ti02)· The plot represents a leasts squares fit to the six landing sites 

used by Pieters [1978]. The error bars represent range of laboratory Ti02 (wt %) 

values determined from samples at each landing site (y-axis) and the range of 

telescopic R400/560nm values obtained over many observations (x-axis). The 

curve is a third order polynomial of the form: Ti02(wt %) = 

848.0(R400/560nm)3 - 2192.6(R400/560nm)2 + 1879.l(R400/560nm)- 532.5. 
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from contamination by pyroclastic deposits occurring outside the mapped DMM  

regions. The masked map sections were then mosaicked to construct the final TiO^ 

abundance map for the near-side lunar maria presented in Figure 5.3.

TYOj calibration uncertainties

The mechanisms responsible for the Charette relation involve several 

competing factors including albedo, soil maturity and the distribution and nature of 

opaque phases (primarily ilmenite), agglutinates and other glasses in the lunar mare 

soil {Charette et al., 1974; Pieters and McCord, 1976; Johnson et a l ,  1911a, b \ Pieters, 

1978). Bell and M ao [1972] showed that color differences in lunar glasses are caused 

by crystal-field effects involving titanium that originate in the near-ultraviolet and 

extend into the visible region of the spectrum. Although agglutinates generally lower 

the albedo and increase (redden) the continuum slope [Johnson et a l ,  1911a], the 

addition of titanium-rich agglutinates (i.e., containing ilmenite) lowers both the 

albedo and the spectral contrast [Adams and McCord, 19716]. The decrease in 

spectral contrast results from a decrease in the continuum slope o f the reflectance 

spectrum, causing soils to appear darker and bluer in the near-UV to near-IR 

wavelength range.

The spectrum for lunar ilmenite is not available, although the spectrum for 

synthetic ilmenite (without Fe^+ contaminants inherent in terrestrial ilmenites) has 

been obtained [s.g., Adam s and McCord, 19716]. Loeffler et al. [1975] and Bums et a l  

[1976] assigned various absorptions seen in the near-ultraviolet and visible region of 

lunar sample spectra to the calculated energies o f metal —> metal charge transfer 

(CT) transitions involving Fe and Ti. The Fe^+ Ti^+  CT is thought to be 

responsible for the subtle absorption centered between 500-600 nm seen in both



Figure 5.3. Ti02 abundance map for near-side lunar maria. 

TiOz abundance map for the near-side lunar maria. Units expressed in weight 

percent TiOz. Masked areas (unit H) include highland regions and major 

regions of dark mantle materials (see text). The map was constructed from 

400/560 nm ratio images calibrated to weight percent TiOz using Figure 5.2. 
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terrestrial and synthetic ilmenite spectra. Yet other CT transitions occur in this 

region of the spectrum with varying intensities (e.g., T p + —> Ti^+ ) and may also 

contribute to the broad 500-600 nm absorption [Loeffler et a l, 1975]. The effects of 

such potentially overlapping electrical transitions are compounded by the multi

phase nature of the regolith. In the lunar regolith several crystalline Fe-Ti phases 

occur in minor amounts in addition to glass and ilmenite, including ulvospinel, 

armalcolite and some pyroxenes (e.g., titanaugite). The geometry of the CT ion 

couple varies for each of these phases and influences the energies and intensities of 

the observed transitions. The resulting wide range of energies and intensities are 

concentrated in the near-UV and visible portion of the spectrum and result from 

several varieties of metal —> metal CT transitions. The darkness and blueness o f the 

spectra obtained for Ti-rich regions on the moon (discussed below) results from 

these effects [Bums et al., 1976].

The Charette relation is still not completely understood, however. Pieters 

[1978] argued that at values below about 3-4% TiC^ the relation begins to lose 

precision. As the relative amount Of opaque phases decreases other contaminants 

such and Fe° and non-opaque (homogeneous) glasses can more readily affect the 

spectral ratio and albedo of the soils and give a larger range of interpreted TiC^ 

values. It is for this reason that in Figure 5.3 all TiC^ values below 3% are grouped 

into one unit.

Another important caveat to the Charette et al. [1974] telescopic calibration is 

that it was constructed using "average" soils (as determined from the compositional 

analyses of the landing sites’ samples). Away from the landing sites there may exist 

variability in soil genesis, properties or composition that "may invalidate all or part of 

the empirical relation" [Johnson et a l ,  19776]. Nonetheless, Pieters and McCord
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[1976] stated that the relation was accurate to about 1% TiC^ content overall but 

that one could distinguish relative TiO^ contents between areas to within about 

0,5%.

Aside from the uncertainties in the mechanism itself there also exist errors in 

the laboratory spectral reflectance data obtained for the returned soil samples 

[Adams, 1974,1975; RELAB, 1989] that were used in establishing the empirical 

Charette relation. Clouds et al. [1986] studied the lunar sample reflectance data and 

found that an average wavelength calibration correction of +25 nm was necessary. If 

such a wavelength shift is linear it should not significantly affect the calibration, but it 

nonetheless emphasizes the need for a better calibrated laboratory data set of lunar 

sample spectral reflectance.

It should thus be kept in mind that the Charette relation and all subsequent 

versions of it are subject to uncertainties which limit its accuracy as an indicator of 

T i0 2  content. Although the relation is in definite need of refinement, all evidence is 

that it is generally correct. It is assumed that the empirical relation is still accurate to 

within 1% TiC^ overall. Incorporating this into the estimates of errors in the CCD 

telescopic data, the TiC^ map presented in Figure 5.3 is estimated to be accurate to 

±  2 wt % TiC>2 .
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CHAPTER 6

D is c u s s io n  O f  H ig h  T it a n iu m  R e g io n s

The T1O2  abundance map presented here can be used as a near-side survey 

for locating regions of highest estimated titanium abundances in the maria. Table 6.1 

shows the approximate locations and highest Ti0 2  values determined for several 

mare regions. Also shown is the value of the relative reflectance ratio (R4oo/560nm, 

i.e., the 400/560 nm ratio for a region divided by the 400/560 nm ratio for MS-2 [cf. 

Pieters, 1978]), from which the TiC^ value was obtained using the calibration of 

Figure 5.2. Each TiC^ value represents the average from a 3 x 3-pixel region so that 

biasing from an invalid pixel would not dominate the overall TiC^ value for the 

region. An additional attempt was made to choose homogeneous areas free from 

such anomalously high-valued pixels that may arise from bright craters or 

misregistered features. The regions in west-central Mare Tranquillitatis west of 

Jansen B, the Flamsteed region in southern Oceanus Procellarum and the Seleucus 

area in northern Oceanus Procellarum are the highest titanium regions as 

determined from the abundance map and will be reviewed further below.

Western Mare Tranquillitatis

Western Mare Tranquillitatis has been recognized as a high titanium region 

through the use of vidicon multispectral images \Johnson e ta l ,  1911a; Pieters, 1978; 

Wilhelms, 1987 (plate 4)] and orbital gamma-ray spectrometer data [Metzger and 

Parker, 1979; Davis, 1980]. However, the T i0 2  unit map shown in Figure 5.3 

demonstrates the complexity of this region more readily than previous titanium 

abundance maps.

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the global near-side T i0 2  map as a
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Table 6.1. Highest TiO^ abundances in several lunar maria.

Mare Approximate Location ^400/560nm Ti0 2  (wt%)
Crisium 12 °N, 59°E 1.010 2.4
Serenitatis 23 °N, 29°E 1.044 4.4
Tranquillitatis 10 °N, 25 °E 1.096 9.6
Fecunditatis 02°S, 53 °E 1.055 5.3
Nubium 19°S, 09°W 1.060 5.7
Humorum 20 °S, 36°W 1.059 5.6
N Oceanus Procellarum 17°N, 60°W 1.089 8.7
S Oceanus Procellarum 03 °S, 43 °W 1.085 8.3
East Imbrium 33 °N, 11 °W 1.053 5.1
West Imbrium 39°N, 21°W 1.061 5.8

i?40Q/560nm *s the 400/560 nm ratio for the region divided by the 400/560 nm ratio for the MS-2 
standard region. These values were used to obtain TiC>2 wt % values from Figure 5.2. Each location 
represents a 3 x 3-pixel region (about 250 km^).
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survey tool, higher resolution images (1.2 km/pixel) of the high-TiC^ region in 

western Mare Tranquillitatis were obtained using the 400 nm and 560 nm filters 

(Table 1.2). Figure 6.1 shows the 400 nm image and the 400/560 nm ratio image of 

this region. Since the MS-2 region was not included in this image, several regions 

common to both the higher resolution ratio image (bottom image in Figure 6.1) and 

the full moon 400/560 nm ratio image (Figure 5.1) were compared in order to scale 

the high resolution ratio image values to match those obtained from the full moon 

ratio image. This calibrated MS-2 value was then used to construct a TiC^ map for 

the higher resolution ratio image in the same fashion as described above (Figure 6.2— 

top image). (The highlands and some high albedo (probably immature) crater 

materials have again been masked, using an albedo map derived from Figure 6.1). 

For comparison, the bottom image in Figure 6.2 shows an enlargement of the same 

region from Figure 5.3. As expected, the unit boundaries become more clearly 

defined in the higher resolution image and added details are seen. The overall 

comparison between the lower and higher resolution images confirms the value of 

the global map (Figure 5.3) to "scout" the lunar surface for regions worthy of further 

investigations.

Figure 6.3 shows a boundary sketch map outlining the region in western Mare 

Tranquillitatis with TiC^ abundances > 7 wt % overlain on the geologic map of 

Morris and Wilhelms [1967]. Morris and Wilhelms [1967] describe the mare regions as 

smooth, variable albedo materials (units "Ipm-") and interpret them as volcanic 

materials (flows and/or ash beds). Comparison of the high-TiC^ regions with the 

geologic map reveals only a moderate correlation of geologic units to those seen in 

the TiC>2 map. This is not surprising since the definition of units on the geologic map 

is based on photogeologic techniques and not on compositional parameters j9er .se.



Figure 6.1 Western Mare Tranquillitatis: 400 nm and 400/560 nm. 

West-central Mare Tranquillitatis CCD images acquired at Catalina Observatory 

1.5 m telescope at a scale of about 1.2 km/pixel on the moon (Table 1.2). (Top) 

400 nm filter image. Prominent craters are Plinius ( 43 km diameter, top center of 

image), Jansen B (16 km, bright crater right of center), Ross (26 km, northwest of 

center with bright rim), Maclear (20 km, immediately southwest of Ross), Arago 

(26 km, southwest of center with bright rim and central peak), and Manners (15 

km, bright crater southwest of Arago) [Arthur et al., 1963]. Rectangles designate 

footprints of regions for which spectra were obtained (see Figures 10.1-10.3 and 

Table 1.3). (Bottom) 400/560 nm ratio image. Brighter areas correspond to 

higher ratio values, i.e., areas that are spectrally more reflective at 400 nm than at 

560nm. 
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Figure 6.2. Ti02 abundance map for western Mare Tranquillitatis. 

(Top) Ti02 abundance map for west-central' Mare Tranquillitatis derived from 

Figure 6.1. Color key same as Figure 5.3. Highland regions and some high 
' ' 

albedo crater materials have been masked using albedo map derived from Figure 

6.1. Effective resolution about 1.2 km/pixel. (Bottom) Enlargement of west

central Mare Tranquillitatis region from Ti02 abundance map in Figure 5.3. 





Figure 6.3. Sketch map of ~ 7 wt % TI02 region in Mare Tranquillitatis. 

' 
Sketch map outlining region inside of which TiOz abundances are ~ 7 wt % (as 

observed in Figure 10) overlain on geologic map of Morris and Wilhelms [1967]. 

Large arrow designates approximate region of highest TiOz abundance (Table 

6.1). Units incl;ude flat mare material (Ipm1, Ipm2, Ipm3: higher unit numbers 

represent lower albedo) and mare dome material (Ipd) of the Procellarum 

Group. 
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However, the highest albedo units most often are represented in the map by low 

(<4% ) Ti0 2  values, and the intermediate albedo unit (Ipm2) does include nearly all 

of the high-Ti02 region (>  7 wt %) of western Mare Tranquillitatis.

The western portion of Mare Tranquillitatis is distinguished from the eastern 

portion by a much greater abundance of mare ridges [Fagin et a l ,  1978; Morris and 

Wilhelms, 1967], many of which are associated with the enigmatic circular mare 

feature Lamont. In addition, Dehon [1974] and Dehon and Waskom  [1976] presented 

isopach maps showing a greater thickness of mare-filling materials in the western 

portion of Mare Tranquillitatis (averaging about 1 km), with greatest thicknesses 

near Lamont, just south of the high-TiC^ region in Figure 6.2.

Several mare domes (most often less than 15 km in diameter) occur within the 

high-Ti02 region. Some of these form a chain radial to the Lamont area and lie 

within the high-TiC^ area. The domes in the eastern portion of Mare Tranquillitatis 

occur more often and in more varied surroundings, however [Wilhelms, 1972]. Dehon 

and Waskom [1976] and H ead  [1975] emphasize that these domes do not exhibit the 

classic features associated with shield volcanoes. They are smaller than terrestrial 

shields and while many have small apical pit craters, few exhibit summit calderas that 

are characteristic of both terrestrial and Martian shield volcanoes [Head, 1975].

They may be more closely related to laccolithic structures or basalt plains domes 

(such as those along the Snake River Plain and in Iceland [Macdonald, 1972; Head, 

1975]) and may not originate deeply enough within the crust to be responsible for the 

high-Ti02 basalt emplacement. Instead, they may have been emplaced or erupted 

along deformations or fractures in the mare basalts [Dehon and Waskom, 1976].
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Flamsteed region o f Southern Oceanus Procellarum

The highest TiC^ regions in southern Oceanus Procellarum have been known 

to occur in the Flamsteed region [e.g., Pieters et a l ,  1980]. Marshall [1963] initially 

mapped the mare units as low reflectivity material and interpreted them as "volcanic 

flows." Although the entire region centered on the Flamsteed P ring is of high-Ti02 

content the highest concentration in Figure 5.3 can be found on the eastern edge of 

the ring southeast of the Surveyor 1 landing site (2.5 °S,43.2° W) (Table 6.1), Offteld 

[1972] used the relative freshness of craters 0.4 to 1.0 km in diameter to infer that the 

mare within the Flamsteed P ring is relatively younger than most o f the mare basalts 

on the eastern hemisphere of the moon. In fact, small pockets of mare materials 

near the western edge of the ring were mapped as Copernican in age. If this is a 

valid interpretation, it is important to note that such a geologically young unit may 

not have undergone sufficient maturation to be considered applicable to the 

Charette relation (see discussion above). Charette et al. [1974] found that immature 

soils (as inferred from agglutinate content) exhibited higher 400/560 nm ratio values 

than did more mature soils with similar TiC^ contents. Immature soils thus risk 

being misidentified as containing higher amounts o f titanium.

Pieters et a l  [1980] mapped the geology of the Flamsteed region in detail 

using vidicon multispectral imagery, spectral reflectance data, radar measurements 

and spacecraft photographs. The units mapped in their Figures 8a and 8b generally 

agree with the TiC^ units presented here in Figure 5.3. These units correspond to 

the Upper Eratosthenian Flamsteed Basalt member of the Sharp Formation as 

mapped in their Figure 8a. This is stratigraphically the youngest basalt unit and is 

considered to be thin (on the order of 400 m) and volumetrically small [Pieters et a l ,  

1980].
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Northern Oceanus Procellarum

In northern Oceanus Procellarum, several regions of high-TiC^ occur (Figure 

5.3). Moore [1967] mapped most of the highest TiQ^ regions near the Luna 13 

landing site (18.9° N, 62.1°W) as low albedo mare materials and interpreted them as 

Imbrian ash or lava. Other high-Ti02 regions occur to the north, the largest of which 

is east of the Copemican crater Lichtenburg (320N,68°W ). D ue to an embayment of 

Lichtenburg ejecta by dark mare material on the crater’s southeast flank, Moore 

[1967] interpreted these basalts to be of Copemican age. WUhelms11 [1987] Plate 11a 

also maps the northern Oceanus Procellarum high-Ti02 regions in Figure 5.3 as 

Copemican. However, Scoff and Eggleton [1973] map the region east of Lichtenburg 

as Eratosthenian and Imbrian. They also map two narrow exposures of medium- to 

high-TiQ2  materials to the north that occur between Rumker (410N ,580 W ) and 

Mairan (41°N ,430W) as Eratosthenian and Imbrian.

Comparison to orbital gamma-ray data

The Apollo 15 and 16 gamma-ray spectrometer (GRS) data has been  

calibrated by Metzger and Parker [1979] and Davis [1980] to determine lunar 

elemental titanium abundances. Although less than 20% of the lunar surface was 

covered by the GRS, Metzger et a l  [1979] were able to compare TiC^ concentrations 

derived from the GRS data o i Metzger and Parker [1979] to the spectral reflectance 

T i0 2  values o i Johnson e ta l  [19776] and map units of Pieters [1978] for fourteen 

regions. They found a good correlation between the two methods for ten of these 

areas, especially for regions of lower to intermediate TiC^ content.

Table 6.2 shows several of the highest TiO^ values from Table 6̂ 1 in 

comparison to TiC^ abundances determined for the same locations from the orbital
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gamma-ray titanium map of Davis [1980]. In order to make a more accurate 

comparison of the reflectance data to the simple cylindrical and mercator projections 

in which the GRS data is available, the TiC^ mosaic was transformed into a simple 

cylindrical projection. The values obtained from the cylindrical projection for the 

high-Ti02 areas were again derived using a 3 x 3-pixel region. They differ somewhat 

from the values obtained from the orthographic projection (Table 6.1) because of the 

interpolation involved in the transformation process. As Table 6.2 shows, the 

correspondence between the two methods appears to be good except for the two 

regions in Oceanus Procellarum. In Metzger et a t  [1979] three of the four areas that 

did not exhibit a good correlation between GRS and spectral reflectance-derived 

TiG2  values were in northern Oceanus Procellarum near the Aristarchus Plateau, 

including the Seleucus area. In light of the above discussion on the possible 

Copernican age of some of the Procellarum basalts in question, it is interesting to 

note their deviance from the relatively good correlations apparent for other regions 

in both Table 6.2 and the analysis oiM etzger et a t  [1979]. The empirical spectral 

ratio calibration may be overestimating the Ti0 2  content of these regions due to 

their possible relative immaturity.
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Table 6.2. Comparison of highest TiG>2 abundances: Spectral ratio vs. gamma-ray
methods.

Mare % T i0 2 (400/560 nm) % TiQ2 (GRS)
Crisium 2.0 1.7 ± 2 . 2
Serenitatis 3.9 3.5 ±  1.2
Tranquillitatis 9.0 7.5 ±  1.2
Fecunditatis 4.6 4.6 ±  1.2
N. Oceanus Procellarum 7.9 4.7 ±  1.3
S. Oceanus Procellarum 7.3 3.8 ±  1.4*

*This region lies north of the orbital track by only about one degree (corresponding to less than one 
resolution element (about 75 km) of GRS data). A  titanium value was thus extrapolated for this 
point.
Associated errors after Davis [1980].
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CHAPTER 7

M a t u r i t y  O f  T h e  Lu n a r  Su r f a c e  

Near-IR/Visual ratio images

A  950/560 nm ratio mosaic (Figure 7.1) was constructed in the same fashion 

as the 400/560 nm mosaic using the 950 nm and 560 nm bandpass images (Table 1.1). 

This spectral ratio has been used as one method of determining relative soil maturity 

of the lunar surface [e.g., McCord et a t ,  1976]. Fresh craters appear dark in this ratio 

because of the abundance of pyroxene grains in the crater ejecta, which cause a 

strong absorption near 950 nm due to Fe2+ crystal field transitions [e.g., Bums,

1970]. As a surface matures and is reworked by micrometeorite impacts the 

proportion of crystalline pyroxene grains decreases as the agglutinate content 

increases, allowing greater reflectance in the 950 nm region. Thus more mature soils 

appear brighter in the 950/560 nm ratio.

McCord et a t  [1972] found a relatively greater reflectance at 950 nm for 

highland regions versus mare regions by comparing the strengths of the 950 nm 

absorptions using two-beam filter photometry. Subsequent multispectral studies 

using vidicon images to construct this ratio [e.g., McCord et a t , 1976,1979] used this 

reasoning to explain the apparent general brightness of highlands regions in 

comparison to the maria in vidicon 950/560 nm ratio images.

It should be noted, however, that Morris [1976] and. Adam s et a t  [1975] found 

that the production rate and saturation levels of agglutinates were higher in mare 

soils (high-FeO) than in highland soils (low-FeO). Basil [1911] explained this 

observation by showing that the viscosity of melts from lunar agglutinitic glasses was



Figure 7.1. Full moon ratio mosaic:' 950/560 nm. 

Full moon mosaic constructed from five 950/560 nm ratio images. Dark regions 

represent low ratio values and are considered more immature due to the 

abundance of fresh pyroxene grains, which cause strong absorptions near 950 nm 

due to Fe2+ crystal field transitions [Bums, 1970]. Bright regions (such as dark 

mantle materials) lack abundant pyroxene grains and have greater spectral 

reflectance in the 950 nm band, resulting in a greater 950/560 nm ratio. 
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in general greater for glasses with lower FeO contents. The greater fluidity o f high- 

FeO mare micrometeorite-impact melts thus allows more impact debris to be 

incorporated into agglutinates, resulting in the higher production rate observed for 

mare soils. The consequence of such a mare-highland agglutinate production 

discrepancy should be noticeable in the 950/560 nm images as well. The mare 

regions, with higher proportions of agglutinates and lower proportions of surviving 

crystalline pyroxene grains, should have ratio values greater than the highland areas. 

This argument conflicts with th& McCord et al. [1972] conclusion that the highland 

areas should have greater 950/560 nm ratio values.

The 950/560 nm ratio mosaic constructed from the images presented in this 

work (Figure 7.1) does not show such distinct differences between highland and 

maria regions as seen in the McCord et al. [1976,1979] images. The dark mantle 

materials appear very bright (see discussion below) and fresh craters appear very 

dark which is consistent with the ratio images oiM cCord et al. [1976,1979]. However, 

an obvious difference in ratio brightness between, for example, Mare Crisium and 

the surrounding highlands is not apparent.

For comparison to the 950/560 nm ratio mosaic, a 900/560 nm ratio mosaic 

was also constructed (Figure 7.2) using 900 nm and 560 nm bandpass images (Table 

1.1). Although the registration of the 900/560 nm ratio mosaic is much poorer than 

the 950/560 nm ratio mosaic (for reasons discussed above), it exhibits the same 

general features (e.g., fresh craters appear as dark spots, dark mantle materials 

appear as bright areas) and also lacks an obvious difference between mare and 

highland regions. The 900/560 nm ratio mosaic exhibits lesser overal contrast than 

the 950/560 nm ratio images, however. For example, the equatorial DM M ’s are not
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Figure 7.2. Full moon ratio mosaic: 900/560 nm. 

Full moon mosaic constructed from five 900/560 nm ratio images. Registration of 

individual ratio images is poorer than the 950/560 nm ratio mosaic due to a 

greater t:lme span between acquisition of the 900 nm and 560 nm images (see 

Table 1.2). Note the greater ratio brightness in northwestern Mare 

Tranquillitatis relative to the rest of the region, which is not seen in the 950/560 

nm ratio (Figure 7.1). 
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as bright in the 900/560 nm ratio and the "red spots" in northern Mare Humorum, 

Mare Nubium, and the Aristarchus Plateau DM M ’s are not as dark. There is, 

however, an intriguing difference between the two ratio mosaics in M are 

Tranquillitatis. In the 900/560 nm ratio mosaic the northwestern part of Mare 

Tranquillitatis exhibits higher ratio values than the majority of the remainder. The 

lower ratio values also occur outside the Tranquillitatis border, extending to the 

southwest through the Delambre area (2°S, 18°E). This feature is not evident in the 

950/560 nm ratio mosaic and may reflect significant differences in pyroxene 

composition as discussed below.

Adam s [1974] reviewed that the "1 jum" and "2 /mi" absorption bandcenters 

for pyroxenes change with respect to composition and structure of the mineral. 

Clinopyroxenes tend to have bandcenters at the "1 /im" absorption band that are 

greater than 950 nm and which shift to longer wavelengths with increasing calcium 

content. Orthopyroxenes tend to have relatively shorter bandcenters (e;g., < 9 5 0  

nm) which shift to longer wavelengths with increasing amounts of iron. The 950/560 

nm ratio mosaic may thus be sensitive to somewhat different pyroxene compositions 

than the 900/560 nm ratio. This may have implications for the asymmetry observed 

in the 900/560 nm ratio image of Mare Tranquillitatis discussed above (Figure 7.2).

Near-IR imaging

A  number of researchers (e.g., Pieters [personal communication, 1990]; 

Johnson et al. , [1977a, 6]) have expressed concern over the quantitative use o f vidicon 

instrumentation in the near-IR. At wavelengths greater than about 800 nm (where 

silicon transmission rapidly increases) the silicon detector is more transparent to the 

incoming light, leading to scattering or "light-piping", which results in near-IR images
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of poorer apparent spatial resolution and photometric accuracy than those obtained 

at shorter wavelengths. Pieters [personal communication, 1990] adopted an 

empirically-derived procedure in which a 10-15% linear d.c. level was subtracted 

from near-IR images in order to compensate for the observed loss of image quality 

and precision. This operation was performed on the 950 nm vidicon images 

presented in McCord et al. [1976,1979] [Pieters, personal communication, 1990].

A  relative degradation of image quality in the 950 nm CCD images presented 

here is also apparent (manifested by poorer effective spatial resolution), although 

much less severe than in earlier silicon vidicon images. In order to quantitatively 

characterize this effect in the October images, limb profiles were analyzed from both 

the 560 nm and 950 nm images. Since the western limb was not well defined due to 

the morning terminator (Figure 2.1), individual limb profiles from the sharp eastern 

limb were added together to provide a more reliable statistical representation of the 

limb profile. The derivative of the average limb profile was then obtained for each 

image in order to calculate the line-spread function (LSF, i.e., the one-dimensional 

form of the point-spread function (PSF)) of each image [Moik, 1980, p.119]

Comparison of the LSF from the 560 nm image to the LSF from the 950 nm 

image revealed only minor differences, suggesting that the resolution of the 560 nm 

and 950 nm images was nearly identical. Nonetheless, deconvolution kernels were 

constructed from the LSF’s that were used to correct the original images using a 

high-boOst filter. This type of spatial filtering conserves overall image intensity (i.e., 

the sum of the kernel equals one) while increasing the contribution of the low spatial 

frequency components of the image. The LSF is thus narrowed and the deconvolved 

image is somewhat edge-enhanced, resulting in an image with greater apparent 

spatial resolution [Schowengerdt, 1983, p.75]. The deconvolved images were then
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ratioed in the manner described previously. The resulting 950/560 nm ratio was no 

different in its appearance than the original 950/560 nm ratio other than its slightly 

better apparent spatial resolution. Subsequent laboratory experiments with the 

RCA CCD chip using high-contrast test targets confirm that the degradation of 

image resolution is minor (sub-pixel) in the 950 nm bandpass relative to the 560 nm 

bandpass. Thus it is believed that no correction is necessary for the 950 nm images.

The 900 nm images exhibit lesser observable degradation than the 950 nm  

images. Laboratoiy experiments confirm that the degradation of image resolution in 

the 900 nm range of the RCA CCD chip is also very minor and needs no correction.

A  comparison of seven regions from the 950/560 nm images (calibrated using 

the absolute MS-2 value from McCord et a l  [1972]) to the spectral reflectance curves 

o f McCord et a l  [1972] shows fairly good general agreement (Table 7.1). The 

McCord et a l  [1972] two-beam filter photometer was a non-imaging device with a 

phototube detectori Because of this it was not subject to the same source of infrared 

scattering inherent to silicon vidicon imaging devices. The CCD images exhibit 

average differences in the 950/560 nm ratio values of <3% when compared to the 

two-beam photometer data. In addition, the photometric precision of the 950 nm 

CCD images has been found to be equivalent to the other bandpass CCD images 

presented here, i.e., <1% (see above). In light o f the above discussions, it is believed 

that the CCD images, especially in the near-IR, are more accurate than the earlier 

silicon vidicon observations.

Global surface maturity: A  hemispherical asymmetry?

A  possible hemispherical asymmetry with respect to surface maturity between 

large portions of the leading (western) and trailing (eastern) hemispheres of the
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lunar near side is suggested by the global mosaic of the 950/560 nm ratio. A  pseudo

color rendition of the mosaic is shown in Figure 7.3 and reveals this interesting 

characteristic more clearly. It can be seen that in the eastern hemisphere a large 

region extending in longitude eastward from central Mare Tranquillitatis to the 

eastern limb of the moon and in latitude from south of Mare Crisium to central Mare 

Serenitatis exhibits higher ratio values overall than the majority o f the leading 

western hemisphere. This implies that the soils of this region of the eastern 

hemisphere are more mature. The apparent high ratio values along the western limb 

of the mosaic are mostly artifacts resulting from shadows On the surface induced by 

the morning terminator, although there do appear to be some regions in the area of 

Grimaldi that exhibit high ratio values. The high ratio values shown for the 

equatorial dark mantle deposits results from their relative absence of pyroxene 

grains and not necessarily from relative maturity (see discussion below).

Table 7.2 shows the 950/560 nm ratio values for the highest TiC^ regions 

(Table 6.1). Since the values vary by less than 5%, the maturity o f these areas is 

assumed to be relatively similar. Nonetheless, the ratio values show the highest TiC^ 

areas in western Mare Tranquillitatis and Mare Nubium to be the least mature 

(lowest ratio values) and the areas in eastern Mare Serenitatis, Mare Crisium and 

eastern Mare Fecunditatis to be the most mature (highest ratio values). This is 

generally consistent with the overall greater maturity of eastern hemisphere soils 

suggested by Figure 7.3.

The apparent greater immaturity of the western hemisphere soils may be the 

result of a greater proportion of impactors on the leading western hemisphere Of the 

moon. This would result in a higher rate of comminution of agglutinates than a rate 

of formation, and a larger supply of fresh crystalline material would be added to the
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surface. This would lead to more immature surface soils overall. The lower impactor 

flux on the eastern hemisphere would allow soils to remain relatively undisturbed

Table 7.1. Comparison of 950/560 nm values: CCD images vs. filter photometry.

Spot Name CCD1 Filter photometry^

Mare Humorum 41 1.445 1.52
Mare Tranquillitatis 1 1.476 1.45
Mare Serenitatis 2 1.442 1.44
Mare Frigoris 1 1.412 1.40
Tycho 1 1.299 1.29
Mare Humorum 45 1.281 1.23
Aristarchus 1.075 1.02

1 These are CCD 950/560 nm ratio values scaled to spectral reflectivity using the spectral reflectance 
value for MS-2 presented by McCord et al. [1972], Table 2.
2 These are 950/560 nm ratio values read from the spectral reflectivity plots for these regions shown 
in McCord et aL [1972], Figure 1.

Table 7.2.950/560 nm ratio values for highest TiC^ regions.

Mare 950/560 nm ratio image value *
Crisium 1.470
Serenitatis 1.495
Tranquilliatatis 1.435
Fecunditatis 1.460
Nubium 1.425
Humorum 1.450
N. Oceanus Procellarum 1.455
S. Oceanus Procellarum 1.445
East Imbrium 1.450
West Imbrium 1.455

* Ratio values scaled to spectral reflectivity using MS-2 spectral reflectance values o f  McCord et a l  
[1972], Table 2.
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Figure 7 .3. Pseudo-color image of 950/560 nm mosaic. 

Pseudo-color image of 950/560 nm mosaic' (Figure 7.1). Red and white areas 

represent higher ratio values while green and blue areas represent lower ratio 

' values. The ratio values in the eastern hemisphere (centered north of Mare 

Crisium) are n~ticeably higher overall than the ratio values in the majority of the 

western hemisphere. 
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except for maturation resulting from agglutinate production.

One argument against this line of reasoning is that the flux o f micrometeorites 

(in addition to larger impactors) on the leading hemisphere would probably also be 

greater than on the trailing hemisphere. This implies that the rate of agglutinate 

production (resulting from micrometeorite impacts) would actually be greater on the 

leading hemisphere, resulting in more mature soils. However, the differences 

between rates of agglutinate production on either hemisphere would probably be 

outweighed by the rate of surface soil replenishment resulting from larger impactors 

on the leading hemisphere. In other words, the slower but more consistent 

maturation process on the trailing hemisphere will be more effective than the more 

rapid but more often disrupted maturation process on the leading hemisphere.

Wiesel [1971] calculated that the meteor flux at the lunar surface is greater on 

the leading hemisphere than the trailing hemisphere by more than a factor of two at 

the present Earth-Moon distance. In addition, Bandermann arid Singer [1973] 

calculated that "accretion rates" were also greater by more than a factor of two on 

the leading hemisphere. Wood [1973] performed a more rigorous computation to 

calculate the distribution of impact densities over the whole moon for impactors in 

heliocentric orbits. Again it was found that the western limb sustained a greater 

density o f impacts when considering both gravitational focusing and "leading edge 

effects".

There exist several examples of leading-trailing hemispherical asymmetries 

for the outer satellites. Various theories have attempted to explain the strikirig 

darker leading hemisphere o f Saturn’s satellite lapetus, many of which concentrate 

on the effects of dust spiraling in from outermost Phoebe. The effect o f the dust may
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be to either coat the surface [Belief, al, 1985; Veverka etaL, 1986] or to help erode 

the outermost icy layers to expose underlying carbonaceous-like materials 

[Cmikshank et a l ,  1983; Clark et a l ,  1986]. The Galilean satellite Europa exhibits a 

much darker trailing hemisphere that gradually brightens to a maximum near the 

center of the leading hemisphere. Nelson et a l  [1986] have interpreted the darkening 

as evidence of exogenic surface alterations resulting from a combination of sulfur ion 

implantation from the Jovian magnetosphere, sputtering erosion and micrometeorite 

gardening.

The possible hemispherical asymmetry of surface maturity on the moon is 

most likely the result of impactor flux variations across the surface. The aim here is 

to make note of the possibility that there may be an observable asymmetry between 

the leading and trailing hemispheres of the moon. If such an asymmetry exists, it 

should also be observable on the far side of the moon and include the Maria Smythii 

and Marginis regions.

It is important to note, however, that while the 950/560 iim ratio can provide a 

qualitative measure of soil maturity, it is limited in its use as a quantitative tool. This 

is due to the fact that soils reach saturation at about 60-70% agglutinate content 

[Morris, 1976]. A  soil may in fact be more mature than would be indicated by its 

percentage of agglutinates. This may affect the possible hemispherical asymmetry of 

surface maturity discussed above since the 950/560 nm ratio (Figure 7.2), while 

primarily influenced by relative pyroxene abundance, is correspondingly an indicator 

of agglutinate content.

Additionally there is the question of pyroxene composition and its affect on 

the observed asymmetry. The 900/560 nm ratio mosaic does not exhibit the
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hemispherical asymmetry observed in the 950/560 nm ratio mosaic. As stated above 

the 950/560 nm ratio emphasizes the spectral contribution of somewhat different 

pyroxene compostion than the 900/560 nm ratio. Since the pyroxene composition 

across the lunar surface varies, it may be that the observed asymmetry is reflecting a 

combination of maturity and compositional variations.

Finally, Swindle [personal communication, 1990] has calculated that the 

degree of solar wind implantation of ̂ He should not be constant across the lunar 

surface due to the Earth’s interference with the solar wind near full moon. This 

effect would result in the limbs of the moon (as seen from the Earth) receiving a 

relatively greater amount of ̂ He than the center of the moon. While such a 

distribution is observed to some extent in Figure 7.3, it is unclear whether the effects 

of solar wind implantation can rework lunar soils (and destroy pyroxene grains) to 

the same degree as micrometeorite impacts.

A  more quantitative measure of surface exposure is that summarized by 

Morris [1978] in which the ratio of the intensity of the FMR (Ferromagnetic 

Resonance) to the FeO concentration of the soil (Is/FeO) is used. Unfortunately, 

this method requires analysis of soil samples, either in situ or from returned samples. 

Lunar remote sensing (here in the forms of the 950/560 nm ratio or the 900/560 nm 

ratio) can again play the role of "scout" to locate areas characterized by a specific 

relative maturity that could later be visited by sample return missions.

^He resources

There may exist great potential in retrieving solar-wind implanted ^He from 

lunar soils for use in fusion reactors to provide power to lunar bases and the Earth 

[Wittenbuig et a l ,  1986; Cameron, 1988; Kulcinski and Cameron, 1990]. Recent
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studies of the Apollo lunar soil sample analyses have revealed a strong correlation 

between the TiO^ content of the regolith and the amount of implanted ^He 

[Wittenburg et al. , 1986]. In addition, mature soils should be better reservoirs of ̂ He 

simply due to their greater solar wind exposure times. Jordan [1990] has shown that a 

positive correlation exists between the product of the FMR maturity index (discussed 

above) and the percent TiC^ content of Apollo soils (i.e., (Is/F e 0 )(T i0 2  wt %)) and 

the ^He content of the soils. In other words, mature soils with the highest TiC^ 

contents are expected to contain the greatest amounts of ̂ He. Since the Charette 

relation is most accurate for mature mare soils, it may be that the TiQ^ abundance 

map (Figure 5.3) can be used in conjunction with the 950/560 nm ratio mosaic 

(Figure 7.1) and possibly the 900/560 nm mosaic (Figure 7.2) as a means of 

estimating ^He distribution.
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CHAPTER 8

D a r k  M a n t l e  M a t e r ia l s

Spectral properties

Large deposits o f dark mantle materials (DM M ’s) have been identified on the 

lunar surface (Figure 8.1) using a variety of remote sensing observations [Gaddis et 

a t,  1985 and references therein]. They are characterized by their low albedo and a 

relatively fine-texture, both in visual observations (from telescopic and orbiter 

photographs in which the DM M ’s appear smooth or "velvety") and in depolarized 

radar backscatter m ap s.

The Apollo 17 black glass spheres are considered to be the same material as 

that comprising the Taurus Littrow DMM just west of the landing site [Adams et ah, 

1974]. These materials contain abundant volatiles and lack the fragmental debris 

associated with impact melt [Heiken et a l,  1974]. The occurrence of many DM M ’s 

near highland-mare basin boundaries implies a tectonic control over their 

emplacement [Head, 1974]. For these and other reasons, the DM M ’s have been  

interpreted as regional pyroclastic deposits having originated in lunar lava fountains 

from presently-covered volcanic vents [Gaddis et ah, 1985; Hawke, 1990; Hawke et ah, 

1990].

The Apollo 17 black and orange glasses are chemically indistinguishable (both 

with Ti0 2  contents >  8%), but the black spheres are more crystalline than their 

orange counterparts, with a greater proportion of intergrowths of ilmenite and 

olivine grains throughout the glass groundmass [Heiken et ah, 1914; Heiken and 

McKay, 1978]. The equatorial dark mantle materials, stretching from south of 

Copernicus to Sulpicius Callus on the western edge of Mare Serenitatis (Figure 8.1),



Figure 8.1. Distribution of major dark mantle materials (DMM's). 

Distribution of major dark mantle material deposits on the lunar near side. Base 

map from NASA [1979]. [After Hawke et al., 1990]. Large outlined area 

represents region shown in Figure 8.2. Smaller outlined area represents region 

shown in Figure 8.3. 
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exhibit telescopic spectra very similar to the Apollo 17 laboratory soil spectra and the 

Apollo 17 landing site telescopic spectra. This similarity has been used to infer that 

these DM M ’s are also composed of high-TiO^ black and orange spheres \Adams et 

a l, 1914; Hawke, 1990; Hawke et a l ,  1990].

These deposits have been masked off in the TiO^ map shown in Figure 5.3 

because of the questionable validity of assigning them TiQ^ values using the Charette 

relation. The calibration was established using mature mare soils only, and the 

optical scattering effects and grain sizes of mature mare soils and pyroclastic glass 

spheres are quite different (e.g., Adam s et a l, [1974]). The TiC^ in the black spheres 

resides mainly in the ilmenite crystalline lattice, while the TiC^ in the orange spheres 

resides mainly in the amorphous glass phase. Since the optical properties of ilmenite 

play a large (if not totally understood) role in the observed empirical relation, a 

region composed of black (ilmenite-rich) and orange (ilmenite-poor) soils might well 

be mapped as lower in TiQ^ than would be the true case. In other words, if the dark 

mantle deposits contain significant amounts of orange glass among the black glass, 

the Charette relation would not be sensitive to the equally high-TiC^ (but less 

crystalline) orange glass contribution. In fact, the presence o f iron and titanium in 

homogeneous (transparent) glasses or thin films can cause an optical reddening o f the 

glass with increasing TiC^ content [Wells and Hapke, 1977], as may be the case with 

the uncrystallized portions of the orange spheres, A  reflectance-based calibration 

capable of determining TiC^ abundance in dark mantle materials could thus be 

difficult or impractical to establish since the glass phase of these high-TiC^ 

pyroclastic spheres exhibits very different optical properties than the ilmenite phase.

In the 950/560 nm ratio images (Figure 7.1) all the DM M ’s appear bright due 

to the absence of pyroxene grains which are responsible for an absorption usually
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centered near 950 nm. The relative maturity o f the DM M ’s is also indeterminate 

from the 950/560 nm ratio due to the lack of pyroxene grains. While mature mare 

and highland soils should exhibit high 950/560 nm ratio values due to the destruction 

of crystalline pyroxene grains (and a corresponding increase in reflectance at 950 

nm), even immature DM M ’s will exhibit high 950/560 nm ratio values due to their 

relative absence of pyroxene grains.

The Aristarchus plateau and southern Mare Humorum deposits differ from 

the equatorial DM M ’s in their 400/560 nm reflectance ratio. These deposits appear 

as dark spots ("red spots") in the 400/560 nm ratio images and are thought to contain 

Fe^+ -bearing volcanic glasses as inferred from their near-IR spectra [Gaddis et a l ,  

1985]. These deposits should contain little TiC^, but they have been almost 

completely masked off the TiO^ abundance map in Figure 5.3 since the Charette 

relation would again be invalid for these areas. Hawke and Lucey [personal 

communication, 1990] argue that the entire Aristarchus Plateau should be masked 

due to its extreme spectral difference from mature mare soils. Users of the map are 

thus cautioned against extracting TiC^ values near this region and near the edges of 

the masks covering other dark mantle material regions. Pyroclastic materials may 

occur outside the masked regions and could contaminate the interpreted TiO^ 

values.

Equatorial DM M ’s

Figure 8.2 shows contrast-stretched enlargements of several o f the equatorial 

DM M ’s from the full moon mosaics. The regions shown are outlined in Figure 8.1. 

In Figure 8.2 the upper left image shows the low albedo nature of the deposits at 400 

nm, while the bottom left image shows the 950/560 nm ratio in which all these



Figure 8.2. Multispectral image comparison of equatorial DMM's. 

Enlargements of earlier images showing 'variability in reflectance among 

equatorial dark mantle materials. (Top left) 400 nm image (Figure 2.1); (Top 
,, 

right) 400/560 nm ratio image (Figure 5.1); (Bottom left) 950/560 nm ratio image 

(Figure 7.1). All. images contrast-stretched to emphasize dark mantle materials 

(also compare to Figure 8.3). Region covered is outlined in Figure 8.1. 
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deposits appear bright. However, 400/560 mn ratio (top right) shows the more 

variable values for the same deposits, which may be indicative of varying proportions 

of orange versus black glasses in the DM M ’s. The Rima Bode, southern Mare 

Vaporum and Sulpicius Gallus DM M ’s do not appear as bright in the 400/560 mn 

ratio as the DM M ’s south of Copernicus and in southern Sinus Aestuum. Schmitt et 

a l,  [1967] and Wilhelms [1968] mapped the majority of the Sinus Aestuum and Mare 

Vaporum region DM M ’s as portions of the Sulpicius Gallus Formation. In their 

map, they recognized the complex relations among the deposits by approximating 

contacts between the Sulpicius Gallus Formation and the Fra Mauro Formation 

(ejecta from the Imbrium basin) and/or the Imbrian age volcanics o f the Procellarum 

Group. The DM M ’s varying thicknesses may expose portions of these other units, 

thus confusing relations seen in the multispectral images.

Another example of such inconsistent relations between multispectral images 

and ratios among the DM M ’s occurs for the deposit south of Copernicus centered at 

5° N, 15 ° W, which appears very dark in the 400 nm image in Figure 8.2. The arrow in 

the top image in Figure 8.3 shows this deposit (labeled BS-1) and the Sinus Aestuum  

and Rima Bode II deposits (BS-2 and BS-3) in a higher resolution 560 nm image 

obtained at the Catalina Observatory 1.5 m telescope. The 400/560 nm ratio for this 

region is shown in the bottom image in Figure 8.3 and reveals that the BS-1 deposit 

(arrow) is not as bright as the others in the ratio image although it appears as equally 

dark as the BS-2 and BS-3 deposits in the 560 nm image. Nonetheless, the entire BS- 

1 area is bright in the 950/560 nm ratio in Figure 8.2. This relationship can also be  

seen in the vidicon spectral ratio mosaics from McCord eta l. [1979]. Such 

complexities imply that these regions are heterogeneous in the proportions and/or 

types o f glass that comprise the deposits.



Figure 8.3. Equatorial DMM's: 560 nm and 400/560 nm. 

CCD images of equatorial dark mantle ' deposits acquired at the Catalina 

Observatory 1.5 m telescope (Table 1.2). Scale is similar to Figure 6.1 and region 

covered ·is outlined in Figure 8.1 (Top) 560 nm filter image. Rectangles 

designate footprints of regions for which spectra were obtained (see Figure 10.5 

and Table 1.3). (Bottom) 400/560 nm ratio image. Note that while the BS-1 

region (arrow) appears equally as dark as the other dark mantle materials in 560 

nm image, it does not appear equally as bright in this ratio image. This implies 

that compositional heterogeneities exist among the dark mantle materials. 
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Meanwhile the Rima Bode II (BS-3) deposit is of only moderate brightness 

inFigure 8.3 and the Sinus Aestuum deposit (BS-2) has the highest ratio values. This 

may imply a greater proportion of black crystalline spheres than orange spheres in 

the Rima Bode deposit.
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CHAPTERS’

L u n a r  il m e n it e  r e s o u r c e s

Hawke et at. [1990] argued that many of the dark mantle deposits should be 

considered as potential mining sites since the black spheres inferred to constitute the 

equatorial deposits are ilmenite-rich. The high-TiC^ fine grained dark mantle 

deposits are also likely to be high in ^He, further emphasizing the potential of the 

DM M ’s for resource utilization [Hawke, 1990; Hawke et at., 1990], although Jordan 

[1990] notes that the only glass samples returned from the moon were apparently 

severely outgassed. The relatively block-free nature of pyroclastically erupted 

deposits would also make mining operations easier in comparison to the rocky 

regolith formed from the mare basalts of western Mare Tranquillitatis. However, 

Heiken and Vaniman [1990] and Heiken [1990] argue that the small size of the 

ilmenite grains (probably about 1pm on average) in these glasses would make 

beneficiation difficult. Heiken and Vaniman [1990] state that beneficiation of 

ilmenite requires sorting by size and crushing to avoid polycrystalline fragments so 

that only free or "clean" grains of ilmenite remain. The basalt boulders strewn over 

the surface and within the regolith at any given mare site contain larger amounts of 

ilmenite (an average of 16% by volume and 23% by weight) than do the high-TiC^ 

lunar soils (<  2.5% by volume and <3% by weight) [Vaniman et aL, 1990; Heiken and  

Vaniman, 1990]. Regolith soils developed from high-TiC^ basaltic lava flows and 

pyroclastic deposits like the DM M ’s cannot provide as many "clean" ilmenite grains 

as can high titanium coarse-grained basaltic rocks. This is important if ilmenite 

extraction is to be the priority for lunar resource utilization.
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CHAPTER. 10 

R e f l e c t a n c e  Sp e c t r a

Relative reflectance

In December, 1989 reflectance spectra relative to the standard MS-2 area for 

several regions of interest on the moon were obtained using the IHW  

spectrograph/camera that provided 11 angstrom/pixel dispersion from 330-870 nm 

(Table 1.3) [Johnson et a t ,  1990a, 6] and 5.6 angstrom/pixel dispersion from 364-642 

nm (Table 1.4).

It is important to note here that residual atmospheric and solar absorptions 

are seen some extent in all relative reflectance spectra presented here, specifically 

those sharp absorptions centered at 434 nm (Hydrogen-gamma), 486 nm (Hydrogen- 

beta), 518 nm (Magnesium-b1), 589 nm (Sodium) and the ubiquitous 762 nm 

(Oxygen A) atmospheric absorption. These are evident most often in the higher 

dispersion spectra and for those spectra for regions of significantly higher albedo 

than the MS-2 area. Precisely why this correlation exists is uncertain. It may be a 

subtle instrumental effect, although the response o f the RCA CCD chip has been  

determined by Steve Larson in the laboratory as linear in the wavelength range used 

here. One possible physical explanation for the increase in absorption line depths for 

high albedo regions (relative to MS-2) concerns the phenomenon of "in-filling" of 

Fraunhofer lines hypothesized to be the result of wavelength shifts caused by lunar 

luminescence [Potter et a t, 1984]. Although extremely difficult to determine 

accurately, this phenomenon might explain the observed variabilities in absorption 

line depths. Such inconsistent absorption depths were in fact observed upon 

inspection of several of the two-dimensional CCD images of the spectra.
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Inconsistent relations were found between the depth of absorptions and the albedo 

of the spatial regions in which they were observed, although this was not given 

further study.

Of primary interest during the observations were intermediate to high-TiO^ 

mare regions, mainly in Mare Tranquillitatis. Figures 10.1-10.4 show relative 

reflectance spectra (scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm and offset appropriately) for 

several mare regions and their corresponding TiG2  values as interpreted using 

Figure 5.2. The dotted envelope for each spectrum corresponds to the 1 ±  a  

variation of spectral response of the region being sampled. Although the 400/560 nm  

ratios from these spectra are consistent with those obtained from multispectral 

images, the spectra exhibit previously undocumented features in the near-UV ( < 3 5 0  

nm). Various relative reflectivity slope differences longward of about 730 nm are 

indicative of different pyroxene contents and compositions (relative to MS-2) 

resulting from the shoulder of the "1/xm" pyroxene absorption band.

In Figure 10.1 the spectra for an area northeast of Flamsteed P in southern 

Oceanus Procellarum is shown along with three spectra for regions in Mare 

Tranquillitatis (see Figure 6.1 for location map). All exhibit consistent downturns in 

reflectance (relative to MS-2) near 350 nm. Figure 10.2 shows four relative 

reflectance spectra for regions in Mare Tranquillitatis which also exhibit similar 

downturns, although with lesser severity.

Figure 10.3 shows higher dispersion (5.6 angstrom/pixel) spectra of four areas 

in Mare Tranquillitatis. Three of these spectra (Jansen F, Ross, and Manners 

regions) represent areas close to those represented in Figures 10.1 and 10.2 (see 

Tables 1.3 and 1.4). TiC^ values derived from the higher dispersion spectra compare



Figure 10.1. Relative reflectance: Mare regions (330-870 nm). 

' Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from 330-870 nm for mare regions in 

southern Oceanus Procellarum (NE of Flamsteed P), and western Mare 

Tranquillitatis (Ross, Manners, and Arago regions) (Table 1.3). All spectra 

obtained at 11 .angstrom/pixel dispersion and scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm. 

Ti02 (wt %) values (determined from the 400/560 nm values calibrated using 

Figure 5.2) shown for each spectrum. Small dots represent spectral variations (1 

± standard deviation) within the sampled region. Locations of footprints for 

spectra taken for Mare Tranquillitatis areas are shown in Figure 6.1. Note 

downturns in relative reflectance shortward of about 350 nm. 
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Figure 10.2. Relative reflectance: Mare Tranquillitatis (330-870 nm). 

Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from 330-870 nm for mare regions in Mare 

Tranquillitatis (Table 1.3). All spectra obtained at 11 angstrom/pixel dispersion 

" and scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm. Ti02 (wt %) values (determined from the 

400/560 nm valu~s calibrated using Figure 5.2) shown for each spectrum. Small 

dots represent spectral variations (1 ± standard deviation) within the sampled 

region. Note downturns in relative reflectance shortward of about 350 nm. 
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Figure 10.3. Relative reflectance: Mare Tranquillitatis (364-642 nm). 

Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from 364-642 nm for mare regions in Mare 

Tranquillitatis (Table 1.3). All spectra obtained at 5.6 angstrom/pixel dispersion 

and scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm. Ti02 (wt %) values (determined from the 

400/560 nm values calibrated using Figure 5.2) shown for each spectrum. Small 

dots represent spectral variations (1 ± standard deviation) within the sampled 

region. 
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favorably to those derived from the lower dispersion spectra. The spectrum for the 

area south of Ross in Figure 10.2 confirms that this area is very high TiO^ ( ~  9 wt 

%) as shown in the abundance map of Figure 5.3. This further emphasizes the 

consistency between the multispectral imaging and spectroscopic methods for 

deriving TiC^ values in mature mare soils.

An interesting example of the variety of relative reflectance spectra that can 

be encountered over relatively short distances is shown in Figure 10.4 in which three 

spectra are shown from the Sinus Iridium region. During acquisition, the 

spectrographic slit was positioned so as to cross the boundary between hribrian lavas 

to the north and Eratosthenian lavas to the south. All three spectra were taken from 

the same slit spectra measurement. The Imbrian flow exhibits a reflectance almost 

identical to MS-2 (as evidenced by the flat relative reflectance spectrum with values 

close to 1.0). The Eratosthenian flow exhibits a spectrum with a very slight downturn 

in relative reflectance near 340 nm similar to the higher TiC^ mare spectra (Figures 

10.1-10.3). The average of the two spectra is shown as the center spectrum of Figure 

10.4 and predictably exhibits some spectral characteristics found in both the Imbrian 

and Eratosthenian flows.

Relative reflectance spectra for dark mantle materials exhibit a  variety of 

features in the near-UV. Characteristic of all spectra for DM M ’s presented here are 

upturns in relative reflectance in the near-UV, although the severity and shape of 

these upturns varies among different DM M ’s. Figure 10.5 shows relative reflectance 

spectra for five regions of DM M ’s (see Figures 3.1 and 8.2 for location maps). 

Increases in relative reflectance for the BS-1 (west of Fauth H), BS-3 (Rima Bode II) 

and Taurus Littrow spectra are greater below 400 nm than the more constant 

increase in relative reflectance for the BS-2 (west of Schroter F) spectrum. However,



Figure 10.4. Relative reflectance: Sinus Iridium (330-870 nm). 

Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from 330-870 run for regions in Sinus 

Iridium. All spectra obtained from the same slit spectrum observation at 11 

angstrom/pixel dispersion and scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm. Ti02 (wt %) 

values (determined from the 400/560 nm values calibrated using Figure 5.2) 

shown for each spectrum. Small dots represent spectral variations (1 ±standard 

deviation) within the sampled region. Imbrian age mare materials to the north 

exlnbit relative reflectance values close to 1, giving evidence for spectral 

similarities between the MS-2 region and these mare materials. The 

Eratosthenian age mare materials to the south exhibit a slight upturn in relative 

reflectance in the near-UV, followed by a downturn at about 340 nm, possibly as 

a result of their greater Ti02 content. 
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BS-3 exhibits the highest relative reflectance at 330 nm while the BS-2, BS-3 and 

Taurus Littrow spectra all show similar relative reflectance at 330 nm. The DMM in 

the northern part of the Aristarchus Plateau exhibits a very different relative 

reflectance in the visual range (400-700 nm) probably indicative of it higher Fe^+  

content [Gaddis et a t, 1985]. A  downturn in relative reflectance extends from about 

600 nm to about 350 nm in contrast to the previous DM M ’s. Below 350 n m , 

however, this spectrum shows an upturn in relative reflectance somewhat 

characteristic of the BS-1 and BS-3 DM M ’s.

Figure 10.6 shows a comparison of the BS-1 and Taurus Littrow relative 

reflectance spectra at 5.6 angstrom/pixel dispersion. The Taurus Littrow spectrum 

shows more subtle structure than the BS-1 spectrum, possibly due to a mixture of 

mare ±  dark mantle materials being sampled during the observation. A  subtle 

upwarp in relative reflectance extending from about 475 nm to about 525 nm can be 

seen in this Taurus Littrow spectrum. The reason for the absence o f this feature in 

the lower resolution spectrum (Figure 10.5) probably is a combination of slightly 

different regions being sampled (Tables 1.3 and 1.4) and the different spectral 

dispersion.

Whether or not this upturn in relative reflectance is characteristic o f all 

DM M ’s is uncertain. An interesting comparison between the BS-1 and BS-3 DM M ’s 

and the degraded crater Boscovich is shown in Figure 10.7. The western edge of 

Boscovich is mantled by a portion of the Fra Mauro Formation (Imbrium Basin 

ejecta) while the eastern half contains very low albedo materials interpreted by 

Morris and Wilhelms [1967] as volcanic materials of the Procellarum Group, i.e., flows 

or ash beds (or both) with an uppermost layer possibly composed of "fragmental 

debris." This apparent mare fill is the region for which the spectrum shown in Figure
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Figure 10.5. Relative reflectance: Dark mantle materials (330-870 nm). 

Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from 330-870 nm for equatorial dark mantle 

materials (BS-1, BS-2, BS-3, and Taurus Littrow) and Aristarchus Plateau dark 

mantle materials. All spectra obtained at 11 angstrom/pixel dispersion and 

scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm. Small dots represent spectral variations (1 ± 

standard deviation) within the sampled region. Note that upturns in relative 

reflectance in the near-UV are seen to varying degrees in all spectra. These 

differences are most likely indicative of compositional variations among DMM's. 
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Figure 10.6. Relative reflectance. Dark mantle materials (364-642 nm). 

' Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from 364-642 nm for equatorial dark mantle 

materials BS-1 (west of Fauth H) and Taurus Littrow. All spectra obtained at 5.6 
,, 

angstrom/pixel dispersion and scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm. Small dots 

represent spectr~l variations (1 ± standard deviation) within the sampled region. 

The Taurus Littrow spectrum exhibits a subtle upwarp in relative reflectance 

centered at about 500 nm unseen in the BS-1 spectrum. This may be due to a 

mixture of mare ± dark mantle materials being sampled. 
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Figure 10.7 •. Relative reflectance: B.oscovich and DMM's (330-870nm). 

Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from 3?0-870 nm for equatorial dark mantle 

materials BS-1 and BS-3 compared to reflectance spectra of dark material in 

Boscovich. All spectra obtained at 11 angstrom/pixel dispersion and scaled to a 

value of 1 at 560 nm. Small dots represent spectral variations (1 ± standard 

deviation) within the sampled region. Although previously mapped as mare 

materials, the dark region in Boscovich exhibits an upturn in relative reflectance 

in the near-UV strikingly similar to the BS-1 and BS-3 DMM's, suggesting that a 

contaminating agent with similar spectral characteristics as the DMM's is being 

sampled within Boscovich. 
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10.7 was obtained (see Figure 3.1). This spectrum exhibits an upturn in relative 

reflectance as severe as those for BS-1 and BS-3 even though its morphological 

characteristic (e.g., smooth and flat versus the characteristically hummocky DM M ’s) 

suggest a closer relation to mare materials than dark mantle materials. The albedo 

of Boscovich is low but not as low as that for the darkest DM M ’s [Pohn and Wildey, 

1970]. Yet no other spectra presented here exhibit such drastic upturns in near-UV  

relative reflectance. A  subtle difference between the Boscovich and BS-1 and BS-3 

spectra is a slight upwarp in relative reflectance extending from about 420 nm to 

about 540 nm. The Boscovich spectrum may in fact be sampling a combination of 

mare fill and pyroclastic materials ("fragmental debris") in a similar manner to that 

inferred for the Taurus Litrrow spectra (Figures 10.5 and 10.6), resulting in a large 

near-UV upturn and more subtle variations in the visual region.

Figures 10.8-10.11 show several other regions for which relative reflectance 

spectra were obtained for comparison to the mare and DMM spectra. Figure 10.8 

shows lower dispersion (11 angstrom/pixel) spectra for high albedo craters, all of 

which exhibit severe downturns in relative reflectance. The sudden downturns below  

400 nm that result in part from near-UV absorptions are emphasized due to the high 

albedo of these craters in the visual range. The gradual but significant downturns 

extending from the visual to the near-IR probably result from a greater contribution 

of the pyroxene "Ijum" band from these craters relative to the MS-2 area.

A  spectral feature common to these craters and to many of the subsequent 

relative reflectance spectra occurs as a sharp absorption shortward of about 480 nm. 

Figure 10.9 shows higher dispersion spectra of a bright region north of Plato that, 

although contaminated by various residual Fraunhofer lines, also show a prominent 

drop off in relative reflectance shortward of 480 nm that is not assigned to any



Figure 10.8. Relative reflectance: Bright craters (330-870 nm). 

Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from' 330-870 nm for bright craters in 

highland materials (Tycho and Plato Y) and mare materials (Aristarchus). All 
,, 

spectra obtained at 11 angstrom/pixel dispersion and scaled to a value of 1 at 560 

nm. Small dots r~present spectral variations (1 ± standard deviation) within the 

sampled region. Severe downturns in relative reflectance are observed for all 

craters in both the near-UV and near-IR. Although contaminated by residual 

atmospheric and solar absorptions, all three spectra show a sharp absorption 

near 480nm. 
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Figure 10.9. Relative reflectance: North of Plato M (364-642 nm). 

Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from S64-642 nm for a high albedo region 

near Plato M. All spectra obtained at 5.6 angstrom/pixel dispersion and scaled to 

a value of 1 at 560 nm. Small dots represent spectral variations (1 ± standard 

deviation) within the sampled region. Note, among the residual atmospheric and 

solar absorptions, the existence of a sharp absorption in relative reflectance at 

about 480 nm. 
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residual absorption line. McCord [1968] also presented reflectance spectra relative 

to the MS-2 standard area and among the few wide (50-100 nm) spectral features 

noted was a maximum near 460 nm which appeared in combination with another 

minimum centered near 740 nm. Only in spectra of bright craters did the 460 nm 

feature appear by itself. Although McCord may have observed the same feature as 

described here as a 480 nm maximum, the 460 nm region in the spectra presented 

here is actually the center of a minimum.

Figure 10.10 shows lower dispersion relative reflectance spectra for several 

various bright regions, including two spectra taken for ejecta rays from Copernicus. 

Although the complex nature of the region for which these spectra were taken is 

evident, the 480 nm feature can also be discerned. The Apollo 16 standard area 

spectrum exhibits even more clearly the 480 nm feature, as does the spectrum for the 

Lassell C crater area in northeastern Mare Nubium (an area that appears very dark 

in the 400/560 nm ratio mosaic (Figure 5.1) which is consistent with its large 

downturn in relative reflectance from the visible to the near-UV). The spectrum for 

an area in south-central Aristillus shows only a vague trace of the 480 nm feature.

By comparison, Figure 10.11 shows higher dispersion relative reflectance 

spectra for an area in the east-central portion of Aristillus which reveals little if any 

trace of the 480 nm feature. The spectrum for an area including the central peak of 

Aristillus, however, shows the 480 nm feature clearly as does the spectrum for the 

Apollo 16 standard area. The differences between the two Aristillus relative 

reflectance spectra are especially striking considering that two spectra were taken 

within the same crater. The occurrence of this feature most strongly with bright 

craters may simply be an artifact (as discussed above). But its absence in the 

spectrum for eastern Aristillus, as well as its occurrence at very low levels in the



Figure 10.10. Relative reflectance: Bright regions (330-870 nm) 

' Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from 330-870 nm for Copernicus crater ray 

materials (near Copernicus CD and north of Gambart C), the Apollo 16 standard 
; 

area, central Aristillus, and the Lassen C "red spot" in northeastern Mare 

Nubium. All sp~ctra obtained at 11 angstrom/pixel dispersion and scaled to a 

value of 1 at 560 nm. Small dots represent spectral variations (1 ± standard 

deviation) within the sampled region. Note the occurrence of the 480 nm relative 

reflectance absorption to varying degrees for all spectra. 
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Figure 10.11. Relative reflectance: Aristillus and Apollo 16 (364-642 nm). 

l, 

Reflectance spectra relative to MS-2 from 364-642 nm two regions inside 

Aristillus and the Apollo 16 standard area. All spectra obtained at 5.6 

angstrom/pixel dispersion and scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm. Small dots 

represent spectr~l variations (1 ± standard deviation) within the sampled region. 

Note the prominent differences in relative reflectance between eastern and 

central Aristillus, especially the absence of the 480 nm feature (seen in previous 

spectra) in the eastern Aristillus spectrum. The Apollo 16 and central Aristillus 

spectra show the 480 nm absorption very clearly. 
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mare relative reflectance spectra (Figures 10.1-10.4), implies a compositional origin.

In January, 1990, new multispectral image sets of the full moon were acquired 

at the Tumamoc Hill 0,5 m telescope using filters centered at 460 nm and 500 nm in 

an attempt to map occurrences of the 480 nm absorption edge. However, flat field 

problems rendered these images incapable of being ratioed into meaningful ratio 

mosaics. The origin and global occurrence of the 480 nm feature remains to be  

studied.

The variety o f near-UV relative reflectance features in the above spectra 

encouraged the construction of a 340/560 nm ratio mosaic (Figure 10.12) using the 

340 nm and 560 nm filters (Table 1.1). Although plagued by registration problems 

due to the nearly three hour difference between image filter sets (Table 1.2), this 

mosaic reveals numerous features both expected from the relative reflectance 

spectra and new unexpected features. The "red spots" in northern Mare Nubium and 

Mare Humorum are darker in this ratio (relative to their surroundings) in 

comparison to the 400/560 nm ratio, as are the DM M ’s of southern Humorum and 

the Aristarchus Pleateau. The equatorial DM M ’s appear brighter in the 340/560 nm  

ratio mosaic, giving better definition to their areal extent, especially in Mare 

Vaporum, New features include better definition of the lava flows in southern Mare 

Imbrium and the appearance of an east-west asymmetry in ratio brightness of Mare 

Humorum as opposed to the north-south asymmetry exhibited in the 400/560 nm  

ratio mosaic.

Scaled spectral reflectance

In January, 1990, the IHW spectrograph/camera was used at the Catalina 

Observatory in an attempt to acquire absolute reflectance measurements of the



Figure 10.12. Full moon ratio mosaic: 340/560 nm. 

' Full moon mosaic constructed from five 340/560 nm ratio images. Registration of 

individual ratio images is poor to the length of time between acquisition of the 

340 nm and 560 nm image sets (Table 1.2). Longer time differences increase the 

effects of lunar li,bration, making registration of images difficult. Comparison to 

the 400/560 nm ratio mosaic nonetheless reveals that the equatorial DMM's are 

noticeably brighter in the 340/560 ratio mosaic (especially in southern Mare 

Vaporum). 
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MS-2 and Apollo 16 standard areas and for an area east of the crater Ross in Mare 

Tranquillitatis. Two separate measurements o f MS-2 and the solar analog star (H D  

28099) at the same airmass are shown in Table 1.5. Two measurements were taken 

for MS-2 at an airmass of 1.10 and averaged. After geometrical registration of the 

MS-2 spectra to their respective solar analog specta using fractional pixel shifts, two 

ratio spectra (MS-2/HD 28099) were constructed. An average of these two spectra 

was taken to represent the spectral reflectance of the MS-2 standard area and is 

shown in Figure 10.13 scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm (i.e., in terms of scaled spectral 

reflectance).

Attempts to convert this to absolute reflectance were hampered by 

insufficient data. In addition, the near-UV (<  350 nm) was shown to exhibit greater 

uncertainties than the remainder of the spectrum* possibly due to instrumental 

effects (e.g., light scattering in the optics or inadequate flat-field measurements) or 

due to differences between the solar analog star used (H D 28099) and the Sun in the 

near-UV. For this reason the severe upturn in reflectance for MS-2 below about 350 

nm should be interpreted with caution until further measurements can be made. 

Nonetheless, a steady decrease in reflectance from the near-IR down to the near-UV  

which then levels off at about 380 nm is observed, and the start o f an apparent 

upturn in reflectance for MS-2 shortward of about 370 nm may be real.

McCord and Johnson [1970] presented a scaled spectral reflectance of MS-2 

obtained through comparison with standard stars and returned Apollo 11 samples in 

which an upturn in reflectance below about 360 nm is also observed. McCord et a l  

[1972] also presented scaled spectral reflectance values for MS-2 obtained using a 

double-beam photometer with a set of 24 filters covering a region from 301 nm to 

1101 nm in which the telescopic values were adjusted to match laboratory-derived



Figure 10.13. Scaled reflectance: MS-2 standard area. 

Spectral reflectance of the MS-2 standard area scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm. 

Average MS-2 ~pectra were paired to spectra for a solar analog star (HD 28099; 

Hyades 64) for appropriate airmasses (Table 1.5) to obtain the final spectrum. 

Small dots represent spectral variations (1 ± standard deviation) within the 

sampled MS-2 region. Uncertainties in the near-UV (below about 350 nm) make 

the extreme upturn in reflectance for MS-2 below 350 nm questionable. The 

leveling off of reflectance near 400 nm is more certain, although further 

measurements in the near-UV will be necessary to confirm these observations. 
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spectral reflectance values of Apollo 11 returned sample soils. However, these 

values show no increase in spectral reflectance in the near-UV. Figure 10.14 shows a 

comparison of the MS-2 spectrum presented in this work (Figure 10.13) to a 

spectrum constructed from the 24 filter values given by McCord et a t  [1972], both 

scaled in this case to 564 nm. The differences between the two spectra are greatest 

in the near-UV and the near-IR. As mentioned above, there is greater uncertainty in 

the near-UV upturn in reflectance for the MS-2 spectrum presented here below  

about 350 nm. This feature will need more study before confirmation of its existence 

can be made.

The difference in near-IR reflectance for the MS-2 spectrum presented here 

in comparison to the McCord et a l  [1972] spectrum could be the result of changes in 

atmospheric humidity between measurements of the solar analog and MS-2, which 

were observed 30 minutes apart (Table 1.5). This time delay could have allowed the 

effects of the large water absorption bands in the near-IR to vary between  

observations. Alternatively, the uncertainties associated with quantitative 

comparison of laboratory spectra from returned samples to telescopic observations 

are potentially significant (as discussed earlier) and may influence the MS-2 

spectrum of McCord et a l  [1972].

The Ross and Apollo 16 spectral reflectance measurements are presented in 

Figure 10.15. The top spectrum for the area east of Ross was constructed by dividing 

the Ross spectrum (an average of four spectra) by the H D 28099 spectrum for the 

same airmass (without any prior geometrical registration of the two spectra). The 

variation dots represent only the variation of spectral homogeneity o f the Ross 

region. For the Apollo 16 spectrum, an appropriate H D 28099 spectrum was 

unavailable (for airmass 1.09). Thus an average of the solar analog spectra at



Figure 10.14. Scaled reflectance: Comparison to McCord et al. [1972]. 

' 
Comparison of scaled reflectance for MS-2 standard area (Figure 10.13) to scaled 

reflectance curve for MS-2 standard area constructed from 24 filter values 

obtained by McCord et al. [1972]. Differences in reflectance below 400 nm are 

significant and ~equire further data to explain. Differences longward of about 

650 nm may be due to changes in atmospheric humidity that occurred during the 

observations. 
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Figure 10.15. Scaled reflectance: East of Ross and Apollo 16. 

Spectral reflectance measurements for the Ross region and the Apollo 16 

standard area scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm. An average of four Ross spectra 

at one airmass were divided by the spectrum for HD 28099 for the same airmass 

(Table 1.5). The Apollo 16 spectrum was divided by an averaged HD 28099 

spectrum (to provide an appropriate airmass (Table 1.5)). For the Ross 

spectrum, the small dots represent spectral variations (1 ± standard deviation) 

only within the sampled region. For the Apollo 16 spectrum, the small dots 

represent spectral variations of the sampled region in addition to the variation 

caused by using an averaged HD 28099 spectrum. 
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airmasses of 1.08 and 1.10 was obtained to represent H D 28099 at an airmass of 1.09. 

The more significant variation envelope of the Apollo 16 spectrum relative to the 

Ross spectrum in Figure 10.15 is due to the combination of the variation of the solar 

analog star average and the variation of the lunar region used to represent Apollo 16. 

Comparison of the two spectra is difficult due to the residual absorption lines in both 

spectra, although the relative slopes of the two spectra are consistent with Ross being 

an overall "bluer" region than Apollo 16. The relative similarity of the two 

reflectance spectra makes detailed comparisons difficult and further emphasizes the 

utility of relative reflectance spectra to discern differences between lunar regions.

An original objective of this work was to obtain an absolute spectrum for MS- 

2 using a solar analog star (i.e.,. MS2/Sun) that could be multiplied by the relative 

reflectance measurements (i.e., area/MS2) to obtain the reflectance of any area 

relative to the Sun. Such reflectance spectra could be more easily compared to 

laboratory spectra of returned lunar samples with known chemical compositions. 

However, the uncertainties associated with the MS-2 spectral reflectance data 

presented here make this presently impossible. As evidence of this, Figure 10.16 

shows two spectral reflectance plots for the Ross region constructed using two 

different methods. In spectrum A, the relative reflectance spectrum (Ross/MS2) was 

multiplied by the reflectance spectrum for MS-2 (MS2/Hyades 64 in Figure 10.13). 

(The variation dots shown represent the spectral variation of the Ross region as well 

as the variation for the MS-2 reflectance spectrum.) Spectrum B is the same plot as 

the top spectrum in Figure 10.15, i.e., the Ross spectrum divided directly by the solar 

analog spectrum for the same airmass. Although the two spectra again suffer from 

residual absorption lines, they do exhibit some similarities in overall shape. Yet the 

relative slopes of the two spectra are different, with the scaled reflectances at 870 nm



Figure 10.16. Scaled reflectance: Comparison of Ross region. 

' Comparison of two methods of obtaining spectral reflectance of the Ross region 

(scaled to a value of 1 at 560 nm) using solar analog spectra. Spectrum A was 

constructed by multiplying the relative reflectance spectrum obtained in 

December (Ross/MS2) (Table 1.3) by the reflectance of MS-2 (Figure 10.13). 

(Small dots represent the spectral variation of the December Ross region only.) 

Spectrum B was constructed by directly dividing the spectrum for the Ross region 

obtained in January by the solar analog HD 28099. (Small dots represent the 

spectral variation of the January Ross region only). 
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varying between 1.25 for plot A  and 1.19 for plot B. Such differences cast doubt on 

which spectrum represents more accurately the true scaled reflectance.

In summary, any attempt to pursue this method of obtaining absolute 

reflectance will need more precise data with an emphasis on the near-UV, even at 

the expense of the near-IR measurements. The suggestion of important and 

potentially diagnostic changes of spectral characteristics in the near-UV presented 

here urges that additional measurements be performed.
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CHAPTER 11 

R e c o m m e n d a t io n s

The resurgence of interest in the moon has encouraged a reevaluation of the 

accuracy and completeness of the present lunar spectral data sets of laboratory and 

telescopic spectral reflectance data. The preliminary results from the telescopic 

spectra indicate that the near-UV (300-400 nm) is a region of the spectrum in which 

important changes in spectral slope occur. Limited reflectance spectra of lunar 

samples have been obtained in the ultraviolet region \Wagner et a l ,  1987] and show 

greater promise as a diagnostic tool for determining spectral features attributable to 

ilmenite (e.g., reflectance minima centered at 170 nm and 125 nm [Wagner et a l ,  

1987]). Since present laboratory spectra of lunar samples begin generally at 350 nm 

[RELAB, 1989], it is recommended that a new laboratory effort be put forth to 

establish a lunar sample spectral reflectance data base using modern equipment 

capable o f including the near-UV region of the spectrum.

One further uncertainty associated with the methods used in establishing the 

empirical Charette et a l  [1974] relation concerns their use of bulk T i0 2  contents for 

all laboratory sample soils. Since there may exist several spectral analyses for each 

sub-sample of a soil [RELAB, 1989], the problem arises as to determining the T i02  

content for the sub-sample used in each spectral analysis. Granted, the analysis of the 

sub-sample should not deviate greatly from the bulk analysis, but exactly what Ti0 2  

content is represented by each spectrum is still in question. Thus it is also 

recommended that a  procedure be developed such that each new spectral 

measurement be followed by direct chemical characterization in the laboratory for 

each sub-sample so that precise titanium contents can be recorded.
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Finally, Pieters (personal communication, 1990) has suggested that a more 

sensitive wavelength combination to use in constructing a spectral ratio vs. TiC^ 

content calibration might be one comparing the 400 nm band to another band 

between 700 nm and 750 nm. As can be seen in the relative reflectance spectra 

above this region is often near an inflection point in relative reflectance spectra 

(arising due to the shoulder of the pyroxene Fe^+  absorption band) and often is seen  

at lower relative reflectance than the 560 nm band.

In order to study the potential of this spectral region, a set o f 730 nm images 

was also obtained in October (Table 1.1, Table 1.2). A  400/730 nm ratio was 

constructed using the same methods as the previous ratio mosaics and is shown in 

Figure 11.1. An improvement in spectral contrast is visible for many regions upon 

comparison with the 400/560 nm ratio (Figure 5; 1) even though the mosaicking 

process has not resulted in as clean a final image due to differences in image 

intensities, especially near the limbs. On the other hand, the 400/730 nm ratio 

exhibits better overall registration than for the 400/560 nm ratio. This is due to a 

fortuitous similarity of effective resolutions of the individual 400 nm and 730 nm 

image sets (more so than for the 560 nm set) due to atmospheric seeing conditions 

and the smaller aperture used during acquisition of the 730 nm images. An intriguing 

region in the 400/730 nm ratio mosaic is that of Mare Humorum, especially in 

comparison the 400/560 nm (Figure 5.1) and 340/560 nm (Figure 10.12) ratio 

mosaics. In the 400/560 nm ratio mosaic, Mare Humorum is divided into a ratio 

bright northern section and a darker southern region, while in the 340/560 nm ratio 

mosaic it is divided into a brighter eastern region and a ratio dark western region. In 

the 400/730 nm ratio mosaic, however, Mare Humorum is divided into a combination 

of these regions, forming three distinct units: a bright northern region, a dark western



Figure 11.1. Full moon ratio mosaic: 400/730 nm. 

Full moon mosaic constructed from five 400/730 nm ratio images. Brighter areas 

correspond to higher ratio values, i.e., areas that are more reflective at 400 nm 
' 

than at 730 nm. Note the higher contrast in the color differences for many areas 

as compared to Figure 5.1. 
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region and an intermediate eastern region. Somewhat similar albedo differences in 

the mare were mapped photogeologically by Titley [1967].

Construction of image mosaics will continue to introduce artifacts into 

multispectral data. However, full-disc imaging of the moon using newly available 

2048 x 2048-pixel CCD chips can negate any effects resulting from mosaicking of 

individual images while providing even higher spatial resolutions in the future.

In summary, the principal recommendation is to encourage a reanalysis of the 

empirical Charette relation by using new highly accurate laboratory reflectance 

measurements of returned soils and by comparing reflectance between a variety of 

wavelengths. The reflectance ratio between 400 nm and 730 nm looks promising. In 

addition, as reflectance measurements are extended further into the more spectrally 

"active" regions of the near-UV, it will become worthwhile to seriously consider 

incorporation of this wavelength region for determining compositional differences on 

the surface of the moon.
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CHAPTER 12 

Su m m a r y

1. The empirical relation between weight percent TiG^ and the 400/560 nm ratio 

(Figure 5.2) as constructed by Charette et a l  [1974] and refined by subsequent 

workers (e.g., Pieters [1978]) is a useful tool for mapping approximate titanium 

abundances on the moon. A  TiC^ abundance map for mature lunar maria soils is 

presented here (Figure 5.3) based on this relation. However, for the reasons 

discussed above it is clear that the relation can and should be refined. The lunar 

sample suite should first be reanalyzed using m odem  equipment capable o f  

extending laboratory spectral reflectance measurements into the near-UV (<  350 

nm) portion of the spectrum. With supporting telescopic observations (also into the 

near-UV), the relation can be reestablished using a more sensitive spectral 

parameterization to relate to TiC^ content (e.g., the 400/730 nm ratio (Figure 11.1).

2. The 400/560 nm multispectral ratio mosaic (Figure 5.1) and the TiC^ abundance 

map (Figure 5.3) included here offer important information concerning the 

distribution and abundance of titanium (and hence of areas potentially rich in 

ilmenite) across the lunar surface. The mare regions in western Mare Tranquillitatis, 

the Flamsteed region in southern Oceanus Procellarum and the Seleucus region in 

northern Oceanus Procellarum are shown to have the highest T i0 2  abundances in 

Figure 5.3. These regions, especially west-central Mare Tranquillitatis (Figures 6.1 

and 6.2), are worthy of further orbital and possibly rover exploration in order to 

better characterize the soil and rock components of the regolith. The initial list of 

landing sites for reconnaissance sample-return missions presented by Taylor and 

Spudis [1990] might well be expanded to include these areas. However, the mapped
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titanium contents in regions in Oceanus Procellarum, especially in the north, differ in 

comparison to the GRS data (Table 6.2), which may be the result o f their possibly 

Copemican age. Such young basalts may not have reached sufficient maturity for the 

Gharette relation to accurately apply.

3. The 950/560 nm ratio mosaic (Figure 7.1) can be used as a relative indicator of soil 

maturity on the basis of crystalline pyroxene grain versus agglutinate abundance in 

the regolith. The ratio mosaic presented here differs from earlier vidicon mosaics 

[McCord et a l, 1976,1979] in that it does not exhibit obvious differences between 

highland and mare regions. This may be the result of near-IR scattering in the silicon 

detector of vidicon systems, for which first-order corrections were made prior to 

construction of the McCord etal. [1976,1979] ratio mosaics [Pieters, personal 

communication, 1990]. Analysis of the 950 nm CCD images used to construct this 

ratio revealed that such near-IR scattering is present to a minor degree and results in 

insignificant differences in the final 950/560 nm mosaic. A  leading-trailing 

hemispherical asymmetry of surface maturity is suggested by the 950/560 nm mosaic 

(Figure 7.3) although not by the 900/560 nm mosaic (Figure 7.2). This assymetry may 

be caused by a greater impactor flux on the leading (western) hemisphere, resulting 

in more immature soils relative to the majority of the trailing (eastern) hemisphere. 

The 950/560 nm mosaic may be of use in mapping ^He abundances when used in 

conjunction with the TiC^ abundance map, as the most mature soils with the highest 

Ti02 abundance have been shown to contain the highest ^He contents [Jordan, 1990].

4. The Charette relation should not be applied to estimate the TiO^ abundance of 

the pyroclastic spheres of dark mantle materials since they are mineralogieally and 

spectrally different from mature mare soils. Further, the high-titanium glasses 

present in pyroclastic orange spheres exhibit different optical properties than the
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ilmenite contained in black spheres. The DM M ’s show variable characteristics in 

both multispectral images and relative reflectance spectra which may be related to 

differences in the ratio of orange to black pyroclastic spheres.

5. Reflectance spectra (relative to the MS-2 standard area (Figure 3.1)) for several 

dark mantle materials and lunar maria exhibit previously undocumented features in 

the near-UV (< 350 nm) that require further study. The 340/560 nm ratio mosaic 

(Figure 10.11) also reveals differences compared to the 400/560nm ratio mosaic 

(Figure 5.1) related to these near-UV features. In addition, the spatial extent of the 

spectral homogenieity of the MS-2 standard region has also been quantitatively 

characterized along a spectrographic slit oriented generally north-south.

6. Attempts to determine an absolute spectrum for the MS-2 standard area in 

January were hampered by insufficient data and problems with spectral response in 

the near-UV (<  350 nm). Scaled reflectance spectra (e.g., Figure 10.13) nonetheless 

show interesting features below 400 nm that deserve further observations.

7. Lunar ilmenite can be found as micron-sized grains in the pyroclastic glasses of 

the DM M ’s, as centimeter-sized crystals in the basaltic rocks of the maria, and in a 

variety of sizes in the agglutinitic soils of the mare regolith. The role of oxygen 

production in combination with the retrieval of other elements needs to more fully 

assessed before it can be decided which type of "ilmenite-rich" deposits will be most 

practical. The lunar surface contains many other potential resources such as **He 

that will enter into the "figure-of-merit" equations used to study extraterrestrial 

resource utilization [Ramohalli, 1990]. In the near future decisions will have to be 

made concerning the emphases of resource utilization and production in order to 

prepare criteria for the selection and establishment of the first lunar bases.
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